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Billingsley urges
By Pearl Stewart

I

S{okely Carn1ichael , Howard
alumnus and popularizer of the
Black Power idea will appear at
1
Howard to.1ight \ Cramton Auditorium, 8:00 p.m.) t 1 w'.;.1. has
become his yearly visit to E!Xpound what he t~rms " the hlghe.;t
e'<j-"'·~ssion of Black Pow~r" P::-:1. \fricanlsm.
Arrnngemt-nts are oein~ mo.le
for what ls expected to be an
overflow crow.J. Locke Hali and
the lo:inJe o~ Baldwin Hall are
reportedly being readied in order
to accomodate for those people w~10 1re not able to ~nter
Cr amto.:i Auditorium whtch onl)
seats HiOO.
For the past }ea1· Carinichaei
has been traveling the African
contment but living prlncipilly
in th~ Wt' »l African nation of
Guinea near the man whom he
cr~d lts with being his teacher
ai1u the "most brilliant Pan- Afric a nist in the world' ' - former
P res ld :?n~ o~ Ghana Kwamo? Nkrutn:'lh.

\Vhen Stokely last appeared
at Howard he d-alivered a dynamic , ·vell receiyed speech which
covered 1nany topics but centerPJ aro'Jnd Pan- A!ricanism. He
expo"1n1 ·ti, ''The highest political
expression oi Black Power is
Pan-A:rlcanism. It is sim:;>ly be1;ause Black P·:>w~r mE'an5 th'.lt all
Dla< k people
must organize
thenir.PlVE'S into power blocs. "

ile 3Sserted lnat Black Power
to be truly effective had to include th0 entire Black w0rld

,

because he explained that Bl ack
people a r e oppressed on an on
an intern'ltional level. "Therefore," says Carmichael, "we
must logica lly lead to Pan- Africanism hecause Pan-Africanism
includes all Africans and all
Africans a re Black, A.'ld all alack
people have a land base in
Africa. "
Carmichael concentrated ipoi.
the economic importance of the
African land ')ase for al I Black
peo;>le w'1en he said that history
has proven that " in the final analysis, all revolutions a re fought
over the
questio:-i of land.''
T11erefore he says, ; 'It is from
the land that wo get everything.. . ,
if yo:i do :io~ own and control
the land and control those products and then develop the kind of
society we want to develop .
Stokely feels, unlike :Winister
Louis Farakan who spoke for the
Nation of Islam here last W;;!dnesday, that it woul d be imposible for Blacks in A:n,:rica to
"seize, hold, and develop land"
within the confines of the United
States.
A.1other feature of Pan-Africanism as put forth by Carmlchael
last year was its opposition to
the l\1arxist-leninlsts line of the
Black Panther Party principally
because the Panthers wore not
distinguishing between capitalism and racism, because he felt
that a solitary rev.:>~ution of
Blacks Li .\mcrica a~ainst the
power structure would prove unsuccessful, and l>ecause of the
al liances of •he P<tnl hi:rs \' ;~ 11

r~v1s1on

of no.n -Black curriculum

By Robe rt "The Black" Taylo r

•

• •

tactical white groups.
Carmichael , like many other
speakers who ~ave appeared on
campus, also urged the students
in his audience last year to ac·quire those technical and other
skills which will be useful in the
building of a Black nation.
• Recent press reports have
~tated that with the high improbabitit:, of the return of PanAfricanist Kwame Nkrumah to
Ghana to lead to struggle for the
unity of Africa, Stokely. is has
shifted his attention to Guinea
and its President Sekou Toure
f'or use as a base for the PanAfrican struggle.
A few months ago when Guinea
was invaded by Portuguese-backed mercenaries Stokely was in
the socialist-lending West :\frican nation t o the tim•? and sent a
t elegram to Bl acks in Am~rica
telling them that the Guineans
were "taking care of business. "
There has been some question
lately as to whether Stokely will
agree with some of the basic
~1arxist concepts put forth in,
his teacher, Kwame Nkrum'ah's,
latest book Cl ass Struggle, some
of which seems in conflict with
various
ideas expounued b)
Stokely \vhen he last appeared
o.t Howard.
But whatever the conflicts or
agreements, if Carmichael ts
still in his old for m C"ramton
Aaditorium should be a dynJ mic
expe1 lence tonight.
, _

Billingsley
Andrew Billingsley, Vice
President for Academic Affairs,
cln rifled his position in connection with the debate in the College
of Fine <\rts concerring the selection of a new dean. In a recent
interview he stated unequivocably
that the Black experience should
be the focus of the University,
and that other world cultures
should be "supplemental.·'
Dr.

Dr. Billingsley's statement
that Howard should "focus on the
experience of Black people," was
used in The HILLTOP two weeks
ago as a basis for explaining
the prob!Pm ln Fine .\rts. However, in the sam~ statement, the
\' i<.. e President ::i.lso pointed out
that hls point of view "was not
Jesi,11e.1 to limit us but to free
us; • i.illd that ·'t here is no need
to eliminate JJl}thing th:tt maybe
useful to Black people ...
~inti' th.it .lrt icl0 ppeared, <·on~

troversy has arisen over the interpret ation of · Dr. Billingsley's
statement. No one, however, is
in bettei· position to give a meaningful interpretation than Billingsley himself. In 'Jrief, Billingsley defined his statement as
meaning, "RI a c k people should be
the center of attention at this
University, and the curriculum
should be built around Black people."
In terms of wheth\?r this is
e>..clusive of the study of other
cultures, BiWingsley rea!firmed
the position ·that he took in the
original statemf:nl. "\Vhat we put
into the curriculum," he asserted,
"should be b:ised on the concerns
and needs of Black people, and
these needs anti concerns include
interest in other l:Ultures. \V·c
should pay attention to the~e- but not as a central point. ThPse
cultures - - including Asian an<I
European -- ought to be supplem.1ntal. .,
Billingsley further stated that he
does not consider African culture
synonomous with the Black ex. perience that should be emphasized
here, although African culture
shoul(l be significant among our
studies. Instead, he said, "Part
of our experience is dealing with
the Am·?rican scene.'' He explained
that our situation as Black people
in white .\met ica g reatl\ influences our :irt.
The Vice P r1:sidE' nt ,1 g rE:es with
the position t ·~"'' b ' Jeff Dono.ldson's Subcomu. 'tttl, l} 't t the Fine
Arts currict1 1 t• sl:t ul J be r evised
if it is not 1 , t? St ~ t l} <'P.nte red
7 n d the Bl 1 k e pe, r! c1 c".

)
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Farakan .makes second visit to Cram t on
•

B;- Gwen Ross

Bn tt11111 t>lioto

Offerings to a com1n·Jnity food
and clothing drive ad mitted
Howard students to one of
the year's m·:>St .inspirational
Project Awareness program£a message by profoun1 r.tuslim
~Hnister Lo'Jis Farakan.
Wednesday night's appearance
by the leader of New York's Mc,:;que Number Seven was his second
appearance at Howard this school
year, an unprecerJented fete in
the ten-year history of Project
Awareness.
As a result of thet:Dtrong

~eel

ing Farakan gener'a~d' among
studPnts last rau , he was named
outstanding speaker .'of the 197071 Project series. In accepting a
plaque from Chairman Roy AllC:'u,
the young l'vluslim pai<I tribute tv
his teacher Elijah l\tuhammed.
"It most rightfully belongs to
my teacher . . . he expandPd
my mind; he gave h1e honor.•·
For over two hours, an estimated 1100
persons listened
attentively in Crnmlon as Far... kan delineated the rJoctrinf:::> o
his teacher anJ reiterated ti• •
call for Blacks to accept \lull :m-

med's teachings and his leadership.
" I don·t knov.; any place to lead
you but to him," the minist~r
said
earnest!/, proclaiming
l\Iuham mad as a man who had been
~stilled with wisdom by God.
" \Ve need dynamic leadership
around the pitfalls and snares of
the enemy. . • I recommend his
leadership becaqse you're wellmeaning, young, gifted, Black,
courageouS-but you' re dumb! If
you are not wise, your youth,
Blackness, and courage will lead
you to death." His com men ts
were especially directed to those
who would want to hurr y the revolution. He suggested that they
t ake note of the extended revolutions of the planets around the
sun and develop a patience of self
in view of the time needed to
resurrect people from one Point
to another.
Frequently witty and hun1orous, the eloquent leader never
failed to be seriOLIS in discussing his teacher. Resiionding to
criticis1n that he alv.ays spe~J.~
'1.n
· t'
••
.1.e 1;._..;:i::? o",r-•
L:.Jai. ,...u,.::immau
F :-akan 11otc . tn..i "'UUr·Ets s<1·
'PJn·o ____,-s .. or · : anon s,-.:s''

or "l\lao says" " \\'hy shouldn't
I Sa) that !\fuhamrrad says, he's
my reacher.·· Farakan charged
Blacks with a11 unwillingness to
see a Black man follow another
Bl ack man .
He challenged tl1e notion that
Blacks can't follow other Blacks
::ind asked sharp!}, "You're alread} following the white man and
that's why you're in so much
hell. ' ' lie cited ~luhammad as a
"real man with the real program
needed to ·get Blacks to out of
this pitiful condition. "
Farakan created a stir when,
in examining the Black ideologies of the past ten years, he
criticized Malcolm x. Usually
reserved about other Black leaders and movements, the1Juslim
challenged Malcolm's "by-anymeans-necessary'' philosophy ,
"you don't tell a fool , by any
means necessary. ·•. you show
him, " Far:ikan declared. He sp~-.
cul:ited 1 hJt the ousted 11uslim
prob 1hl} J1d not knO\\ the proper
('(Jurse to take.
I!<> l1belc-v i.h. 1'.i11g•s aon\.!01e11t p'i. losopL t<Jr :~ving of
whtte:.s awl Stokely s Blac k Power

doctrine as more ab11er than wisdom. His sharpec;t attack came
against revolutiona1 ies who have
adopted Marx. ' \Vhy put down
one white m'.ln's philosophy for
another':'" \Ve a re not to l>e
pawns of Peking 'or 1\-Ioscow; we
must be independent Black mP.n, •·
he stated emphatic all).
Likening these va rious doc trines to merel y unfn1itful ex-periments in the search for solution to Black struggle, Farakan
r eaffirmed the ideas or l\1•Jhamm:id as the ultim:ite solution.
He paralleled the Black struggle
in American to a child developing
in the woml;>, noting how a growing fetus syphers strength from ,
the mother to allow for its eventual birth, and how in the final
analysis , the true head comes
dow11. "The law of fr eedom will
not allow mother to hold child
beyond its due tim•?. ''
Taking lesson t'rom science,
Farakan termed the recent unrest or Blacks as an effect generated '>j the light or wisdom of
i::lija h :'-.1 11ha1rM1 d. "From slave
working fo.r .he white mw to
Cl ~H111n1h·t.I on
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Recruiters

•

Personality quiz

Under graduate students needed
The following representatives
for personality questionnaire on
will be recruiting in the PlaceFriday, March 12th at 5:40 p.m.
mP.nt Office (Room 211, Adminiroom 116 Douglass Hall. All
stration Building) during the week
volunteers will be paid.
of M:irch 15:
M:irch 15: Abraham an(i Straus,
Associated M·~rchandising Corp.,
Na~n of Islam
Camden, New Jersey, Board of
Education, First National City
Black Muslims of Muham 1lad's
Bank of New York, Hooker ChemMosque #4-1519 4th St. N.W.
ical Corporation, Norfolk Naval
presents a gala progress D.C.
Shipyard, National Institutes of
. benefit banquet and social at the
Health;
Masonic Temple, 10th and U sts.
March 16: Alexander Gr.ant & Co.
NW on Tues., March 30th, 1971
Amorican Oil Company, Citizens
from 4 p.m.-7 p.m.
·
an<!! Southern National Ban", D1gi~
Progress ·Awards will be prestal Equipment Corp., Glen Rock
ented by Washington minister,
(N .J .) P'Jblic Schools, U.s. PatLonnie Shabazz. A full course
ent Office, Whiting-Turner ConBlack Muslim Dinner and contracting Co.;
tinous, live entertainment are
M-irch 17: Atlantic City Public.
featured.
Schools, Communications SatellDonations are $10 - $25 and
ite, Half Hollow Hills Schools, ' .$100. Tickets ca'n be purchased
HEW Center for Disease Con·through Sister La Juan X, 584trol, HEW Social Security Ad8000 or 399-0845.
ministration;
•
M~rch 18: Anaconda Wire and
Interviews
Cable Company; Bell Laboratories, Burncfy Corp., New York
The Rouse Company will be
LU'e Insurance, HEW Office of
interviewing on March 19 for
Education, West Hartford Public
summer employment. Freshmen
Schools, W~stinghouse Broadand sophomor es in architecture
. casting Company;
and business are invited to sign
March 19: General American
up' in room 221 in the AdministraTransportation Corporation, Intion Bldg., U.S. citizens only.
ternal Revenue Service, Irving
Trust Company, Jervis andWebb •
Kraft Foods, St. Louis Public
Schools.
Interested students must sign
up in advance in the Placement
Office.

March 12, 1971

Dra-ma of
Malcom X

Farakan

The Drama Department will
present El Hajj Mn.lik, a play
about the life of Malcolm X.
March 10 an1 continuing through
Sunday, M:irch 14. The performances will be at 8:30p,m. Wednesday through Friday, a! 7:3::>
and midnight on Saturday, and .
at 3:00 p.m. and 8:30 o:t S'l1day. Tickets are $1.50.

Credit card
Need or want an ESSO credit
card???? Then come to room 112
of the Student Center today from
12 to 1:30 and Monday from 12
to 1:30 to see the ESSO representative. No charge for the card.
STUDENTS ONLY.

Science meeting
The Afr ican Society of Engineers and Physical Scientists
will hold a brief meeting on Wednesday, ·March 10, at 1:00 p.m.
in room G6 of the Chemistry
Building.

Fight shown
The first theater showing of the
Muhammad Ali - Joe Frazier
fight will be held Friday, Mnr ch
12th at the Lincoln
and
Bailey Cross Roads. For price
and time, check the area dillies.

(Continued from Page J)

freed slave working for the white
man,'' the minister observed,
"there has been little movement or change in the 400 years
we have been here; however, the
coming of Elijah Muhammad has
turned qn a light in America.
"There is a great shaking in the
valley," he stated prophetically.
Farakan drew applause when he
observed that the white man's
superstructure, built on the
hereto-fore static foundation of
Black toil, is beinning to shake.
"Once ~lacks get the light, the
white wbrld will crumble;'' light
of wisdom in Elijah Muhammad
energizes Blacks.
Several times ~linister Farakan addressed himself to the revolutionary efforts being waged
by Black college students or the
absence of these efforts, qiscussing specifically the situation at
Howard. "There is a sickness
at Howard, because there are
gutless, spineless, men who won't
stand up and speak out. Pointing
to the dulling effects of dope and
sex that have seized campuses
Far akan asserted: "Now you onl:v
talk revolution; you'rebeing lulled back to sleep.''
A mild uproar sounded from the
Greeks present when Farakan
responded to the issue of sororities and fraternities. "There is

no such thing as a "Black Greek;"
it's just another way to keep us
down." Farakan, who himself
pledged Omega Psi Phi in college,
evoked laughter when he asked,
"How can an Omega say be
a lamp when he has no light?"
More seriously, Farakan affirmed that all Blacks have s uffered
enough to. have crossed anybody's
'burning sands' and thus, all
should belong to one fraternitythe order of Black Brothers."
In the final segment of his
speech, F!rakan urged Blacks
students to wage personal reform campaign. Addressing him- "
self at
length to women, he
asked "You can't shake your behind in every man's face and be
mother of a nation. We (men) ·
don't want to buy you; we want
to respect you." Mindful of the
failings of Black mon, the mlnist-·•
er urged his brothers to respect
and take pride in their wom.3n,
for they are the source of the
nation. He rejected "brokenwrist" mt1n as unfit for any nation and termed the true man
as a god in the ey.es of his woman. Finally, he · t6ld his sisters
and brothers to fall in love with
their Black selves and then learn
to love their brothers as themselves.

•

CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS
NEXT WEEK

Sierra club
Meeting
The public is invited to the
March general meeting of the
Sierra Club. This month's speaker will be Mr. George Hall, who
will present a slide talk on the
Sierra Club Outings Program.
Mr. Hall is a member of the
Sierra Club National Outings
Committee, San Francisco.
The meeting will be held in the
New Lecture Hall, American University, at 8:00 p.m., March 18,
1971.

For bachelor and

master-degree candidates

•

TIJe world's largest center
tor conquest of disease
and improvement of human health
The National Institutes of Health-NIH-is the principal research arm of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare.
and conducts many of the most advarced programs in medical
science today. These programs requi~e specialists in a widerange of scientific disciplines and administrative· positions.
Examples of career possibilities:
CHEM ISTS (BIOCHEM ISTRY) .. . MICROBIOLOGISTS . ..
NURSES ... MEDICAL TECHNOLOGISTS . : ,.SOCIAL WORKERS
'(M.S. ONLY} .•. LIBRARl·ANS (.M.S. ONLY) ... MANAGEMENT
INTERNS ... ACCOUNTANTS
These are permanent positions that offer high professional
challenge and the benefits of career Federal employment.
Starting salaries are attractive and OP.portunlty for advancement
is excellent.

•

•
AT YOUR BOOKSTORE
or direct from the

•• ,
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Administrators ignorant of d~ug problem
•

By Regb L.ake a nd Linda Newton

How serious is the prohlem of
drug addiction on J.1npus~ \Vhy
is there such a ti' lib tiepen iency
and what measute~ h~v e the t. ·11versity undertaker' to counteract
the widespread use of scag
(her oine), acid ( 1SD), and other
mind-expanders~

In search of answers to ' hese
and other drug r(>lated questions
the IDLLTOP int erviewed stu' dents and aJrn inls trative members who, because of their first
hand knowledge or experience
with the problem, were able to
contribute insights on Howard's
drug scene. One such person
was Miss Edna Calhoun, Associate Dean of Women Students,
declared:
"I consider
this
(the misuse of d~s) a most
' frightful
kind of thin,. I remember a time when I thought that
our students would never beco~e
involved. But they' re people they have their weaknesses and
strengths".
"The problem is not unique among Howard Students", added
the Associate Dean, "it's symtomatic of the general society."
"I'm inclined to believe that it
ls as much a fad as anything else
and that people are conditioned
by their peers." Pointing to the
remedial
measures
begun
through her office Miss Calhoun
mentioned "We've
attempted
to take the educational route.
We've had drug abuse clinics
with individuals from the Narcotic Bureau and representatives
from agencies in the city who
work with drug problems .
"1 can O:lly go by what I hear

and students tell me that there
ls a lot of drug use on campus
but I haven't found a lot of
evidence U?dicating its use."
stated Mr. William Bryant, Cook
Hall Residence Counselor.
Bryant's statement appears to
•
reflect the general opinion of
some members of the administration w!10 are close to the
students on campus. Their general concensus ls that the frequency of drug use may be on
, · the decline in the dormitory
facllities at Howard. Mr. Walt
Kelly, Slowe Hall Resident Counselor, Capt. Lloyd H. Lacy, head
of the campus guards, and Bryant
all feel that the use vf drugs
has been on a general decline as
compared to last year's drug
use.

'got rid of proble•'
According to Kelly, "Last year
I knew of a number of guys
using drugs, including hard
drugs, but they have moved out
of the dorms into apartments in
the city. W~ got rid ot our
problem when they left."
Though the dormitories may
get rid of most of their problems when these students move
'
into the city, the students
still
remain a problem to the Uni, versity commu1ity in general.
"Our major encounter with drug
use is the smoking of marijuana
., - in large camrius gatherings/ '
stated Lacy.

'little 1sage '
Though Lacy pointed out incidents of marijuana usage, he did
not really consider this a major problem and he felt that
there is very little hard drug
(heroin) usage on campus. "We
haven't had a lot of hard drug
use here on campus but we have
found evidence of its presence.''
Lacy admitted to findin g heroin
and the instruments used by addicts (syringe, spoon, strap, etc.)
at various p:aces on campus.
A num~'=r of thefts in the
University Bookstore have been
attributed to drug users. "We
caught a couple of guys stealing in the bookstore and one of
them admitted that he was using
methadone," s tated Lacy. No
records are :a:!pl concerning incidents S'JCh as the one mentioned above and according to
1 a<'y, no charges are placed
against :;tudents.

psyclaolo gv of usa g e
In a .statem _r,f .vhich rci.:r .:?sented the st::i1: of the Univers ity Counseling Service, its director Mrs, C:-.~·o:.yn R P :1.yton
zer oed in on tlie underlying

'

,

I

..

causes of drug abuse, saying that
" •.. resort to drugs is but ll
symtom o• ottier elements, i.e.
expr ession of r ebellion, f rom
boredom, loneliness, reality, etc:
Ther efore to label a case as.
DRUG case is r elatively meaningless."
also necessary", she
continued, "to make a distlf\ction between m:i.rijuana users
and the hard drug users in order
to address the question of the
problem of drug addiction. Howard University is no doubt
similar to other universities
around the co:mtry in that a significant number of students are
experimenting with "grass".
other than for the illegality of
this act, the same importance
would be giv~n such activity as ·
to the social drinker in diagnosing and treating individuals entering UCS for service." The
Counseling Service has responded to the expressed and
non-verbalized concern aboutthe
use of drugs on the campus by:
1. Conducting a half-day drug
seminar at UCS for residence
hall and other personnel led by
the former University Psychiatrist and Dean Lane.
2. Participating in the University Drug Education W\-;·l k.
3. Staff members attendance
at workshops held on the· problem at local universities.
4. Disseminating
brochures
• r
and pamphlets on drug abuse
to visitors to the Co•mseling
Service and d~splay of relevant
posters.
The policy o maintain,ing strict
confidentiality operates in the
handling of clients who are drug ,
users. This holds whether a referral is made to the Health
Service of off campus treatment centers for appropriate attention to be given the addict.

'

•

It is

~eawe11 k1ows
There was a Ume when the
University doubted that there was
a drug problem at Howard and
demanded some documentation
before taking any action.
Austin D. Lane, Assistant Dean
of Students, took one of the initial
steps to provide this document.a.,.
tion. Last May he circulated
a questionnaire which sought .to
discover facts regardingtheva,r- ,
ious types of drugs and narcotics
used on Campus, the frequency
of its use and whether users
sought or obtained medicai assistance. Three thousand such
questionaires were distrubuted
' last Spring and six hundred were
returned. "I'm In the process
now of com1•tling a survey, making an analysis from the questionaire," said the Dean "an'1 I
hope to have it ready for publication soon".
·
When asked how extensive the
drug problem is here at H. U.
Dean Lane remarked, "Only
heaven knows. We knowthatfrom
the private information we get
from students, from the criminal
cases of arrests involving students off campus, and a few
arrests on campus that it is
somewhat prevelant. I say pre-·
velant because of our limited
evidence.' '

'oily

•

I

•

important part in the program,
11 We
also made ·long range
recommendations: a request of
the faculties of all schools and
colleges that they Inquire into
the feasibility of incorporating
into the formal curricula.r..course
materials on this subject. Next
our drive dealt with the enforceme1t of the laws. Where the
atudents knew that there were
pushers who make drugs avallable they were encouraged to.
1
make this information known to
the University officials. Students
were also asked to encourage
fellow students with drug problems to seek professional help
by voluntarily going to the Health
Center."

1

Dr11 Week
Six months after Dean Lane's
move, ~ a Drug Education Week
was o?served throughout the University on November 16 - 20,
1970. Participating in this program were representatives of
the student body and the legal
professions, representatives
from the areas of political and
so·:::ial sciences, inmates from
the Lorton Reformatory, spokesmen from the Blackman's Development Center and other invited speakers . Through this
comprehensive program it was
ho?ed ~h :it II. U. and the surro:mding community would be
able to make some contribution
in the fight against the in<Hscr1minate use of do;;>e.

' seek help'
"Our major thrust is the educatio:i. of the community," remarked the Dean who played an

raids 11likely
For those who are curious
about drugs the Dean offered a
word of ,c aution: "Be guided by
the serio\ls consequences of those
who are addicted, (and) of the
criminal conduct that they so
frequently engaged in ... heavy
drugs destroy the user, as a
functioning human being in
society" .
"I only know of two students
who have had trouble with the
law " stated Kelly. Mr, Bryant
dld not know of any Cook Hall
residents who have had trouble
with the law concerning drug

usage. 'Jibe District of C umbia
Police jDepartment has ittle to
do w h drug use o campus
and ccording to Lacy, "l am
po tive that the police de art-

"College users are often involved so closely to a group of
none-college users who support
their habit that this in itself
turn them against continuing in
/ Howard. This serves to work
against the routine appllcation
needed to really do a course ot
College work.''

lthout a warrant and
thout
ifying the administration 'Me the raid."
-7
~he medical situation co¢erning Cftugs ls similar to tfie situation volvifig the la'(. Acco:i;ding to Lacy, "'We have taken
stu nts suffer
from the effect of dru , like the two caught
in tti
store, to the Health
1
Servic , r treatment." Kelly
hasn't had any medical problems
with drugs but Bryant admtts to
a number of incidents. Stated
Bryant, "I had to take one student to the hospital because he
was having bad reactions to
drugs."

"It's one of the most unfor-

tunate things that ever could
happen in society", she sadly
remarked, then added, "I don't
see how drug abuse does any
one any good; 1t certainly does
not add to the growth and development of s~nts" •
. H

11 a< k f •t 1 r e

Yet that's With Whom it's happening - with many of our students and, perhaps, with not a
few of our faculty members as
well. Too many Black minds
have been "turned-on" and blown
away by drugs; too many have
been wasted 1n psychedelic trips
that bring on an all time high
and th. · ... _Drug abuse - does
it help toward the building of a people and a nation
ox: does it instead rip off the
brothers and sisters who might
otherwise unite 'f or all a greater
future lived in Blackness?

drop 01ts
One of the major tragedies of
the hooked, observed Dean Calhoun, ls that she or he handicaps himself not only physically
but also mentally. "I'm talking
about the real drug user! The
few known drug users that I
have had contact with became
disoriented as far as the discipline is concerned for the academic program and justdropout.

Rift develops Parking problem explored
e
in Pan.t hers
University-wide publicity is
Ml'. Chalmers said that vandalIn a move that may deal a decisive blow to the revoluttonaryoriented organization, the Black
Panther Party has split into two
factions -- one headed by Huey
P, Newton and David Hilliard
and the other by exlled Eldridge Cleaver.
The growing rift between the
two factions of the Party culminated late last week in a stM
ment issued from Cleaveils
Algiers headquarters in which
he announced that he was expelling Newton and Hilliard from
the Party. The statement continued "all those who followed
Newton's revisionist line" would
also be expelled.
Initial reports seem to indicate
that one of the principal causes
of the rift was Cleaver's sharp
dlsagree11H;,1t with the purges
that Newton and Hilliard have
carried out within the Party recently.
The Black Panther Pa rty newspaper, which apparently supports
the Newton-Hilliar d faction, has
char ged Cleaver with being a
" male chauvinist" who is holding his wif~ Kathleen, who failed
to make a s cheduled speaking
engagment in Oakland last week,
in Algeria against her will.
Mr. Cleaver has called these
charges "patently absurd. "

belr1g given to the universitywide parking problem. According to 1\1'.r. Alexander Chalmers,
Acting Director of the Physical
Plant, "the problem wlll get,
progressively worse before it
gets better.''
Since the problem of parking is not new to Howard, many
steps have been taken to rectify
and ease the heightning situation.
In September 1969, the President appointed a Com mlttee on
Campus Safety, Security, and
Traffic. This commit.tee recently
proposed a ''fringe parking" set
up. The proposal encompassed
a Q.00-800 parking space facU ..
lty in the Catholic University
area.
,

~

Parking needs .for faculty, ~
staff, and students are far greater ;
than actual accomodations. Pre- '
sently there are 16 sites on cam- ·1
pus for· parking, the largest s ite
is at Bethune with 93 spaces.
Combined 743 parking spaces are
avallable, wherein over 1000
people ho~d parking permits.
An additional 11 000 pe r mus1
have been issued for parkingr
on the Griffith Stadium lot. However, these accomodations ar
only temporar y due to plans fo
construction of the new Howa
University Hospital on the .. tadium site.

ism and conditions at the stadium are bad. There have been
two monitors appointed at the
stadium, but due to the size of
this site their job ls handicapped.
Two successful steps have been
taken by Chalmers to alleviate
these problems:
I. An approval by the D.C.
government to remove the "No
Parking" signs on "W" Street
and 4th Street in front of the
Quadrangle,
2. The approval of traffic
lig%ts to be installed in haz• ar ous areas around campus.
Bo h of the above proposals have
been approved but not yet implelnented.
Pressure from citizens and
businesses in the immediate area
1of the campus ls at the base
of Chalmers teasons for wanting
immediate alld effective action.
An increase in comr>laints to
the District police departm~nt
and to university officials now
plague the situation. Somt> .complaints cente red around the overflow of cars and traffic jams
in the area, which is alleged
to have affected the fl ow of business to 11eighboring stor es.
These area qus ines·s men are reportedl) cal~ing District polic;:e
to ticket ti c . Ulegally oparked
cars on pu ,Uc st reets which
dissect the c mpus .
1

•
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Internal confliefs of tke Panthers

By Acklyn Lynch

The struggle still prevents its
daily challenges and every
triumph or defeat compels me to
guage the future with deeper
insights to historical commitment. The split in the Black
Panther is indeed very disturbing.
Huey P. Newton , influenced
by David Hilliard, has expelled
Michael Tabor and several members of the Party who were organized on the east coast. Eldridge
Cleaver has challenged Huey's
• actions and leadership. They both
argue on international television
hook-ups, and they accuse each
other of being revisionists . The
in house squabble has led to
name-calling and personal accusations of infidelity and even
• murder. They refer toeachother
as enemies of the people while
the real enemy is home safe,
because we don't know how to
argue behind closed doors.
The history of conflicts be,_ tween DuBois and NAACP, Carmichael and SNCC , Farmer and
Core, Bevel and SCLC , Malcolm
and the Nation of Islam now Cleaver and the Black Panther Party
should inform our political sensibilities. When will we become
mature politically so that we
can resolve our problems internally?
The challenge of the
tuture will be our determination
to the mass media exacerbating
e.ur differences. '
\

The Black Panther Party may
soon wither away because 1t has
lost its roots and the leadership
has been misled and blindfolded
by the white left and their orthodox analaysis of class struggle in
America. The Black roots have
been choked off and the wellspring of Black life which should
nurture and sustain the Party
has been polluted. Traditional
Marxtst-Lenist analysis is not
valid t.o the Black struggle in
America, and Black people m1.:st
be well aware of the history and
bankruptcy of its detunct orthodox
positions. The i:>olitlcal, economic, educational
and cultural
questions r aised by the Black
people in the decade of the sixties cannot find solutions in nineteen century dogmas. The analysis must be raised to another
level as we try to direct color
and class imperatives in the
American racial order. The
Black Panther Party lost its
Black constituency on its nebulous journey from Black nationalism (the original Ten Point Program (to Intercom 'llUnalism,
which no one really understands,
including the white left. They
have moved from a narrow work
ing reality to a theoretical statue
void of any racial context or
national and international application.
ln addition, they did not have
any organizing skill or ability

.

What you should know about diamonds
when you know it's for keeps

•

You've dreamed about your
diamond engagement ring a thou·
sand times. But now that you
know it's for keeps, it's time to
stop dreaming and start learning
about diamonds and their value.
Because no two diamonds
are exactly alike, jewelers have
adopted exacting standards to de·
tennine the relative value of each
and every diamond in the world.
These standards include a dia·
mond's size (carat weight). color,
cut and clarity.

Your Keepsake Jeweler has
a complete selection of new styles.
He's in the Yellow Pages under
"Jewelers." Or, dial free day or
night long distance 800-243-6000.
In Connecticut, call 800-942-0655.

CARAT: A diamond's size 1s
measured 1in carats. As a diamond
increases in si;:c, its pncc will
R EG ISTERED OIA M ONO RINGS
increase even more 1£ the quality
rem:iins constant. But lar~cr diamonds of inferior quality 1nay actually be worth less than smaller.
perfect diamonds.
;·-------- ··---- ·----· . --------------------· ·-----------------------------------------1
_,
'

®

.:

HOW TO Pl.\N YOUR E NGAGEMENT AND WEDDING

i

Se:nd 11cw lW I'/;· hl'okkt "f'lanning Your Engagement and \.Vedding"
.•'u•, ill ~n!or i ' .'·· and ·H pg. Brillc's Bou " ti ft titfer _.11 fo1 unly 25t.
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·..i~ad appointed

I

By Gwen Scotten

COLOR: Fine white diamonds are
quite rare and valued ~ccordingly.
'Other shades in relative order of
their worth arc: blue, yellow,
brown and black.

CLARITY: Detcrm1necl by the Jb·
sence of small iml-'11 r:ties. A perfect diamond has no impurities
when examined undt:r tLn power
magnificat ion by a trained eye.

important wing of our revolutIn fact, the white European world
ionary struggle is being systembecomes stronger whether it is
aticalli;l wiped out. The party has'"
Washington, Moscow, London or
Prague, at the passing of etfery
been vei'y important tothestrugBlack warrior and the death of
gle because_ft has confronted the
enemy iwtth unparalleled courevery serious Black organizaage, it; has kept the oppress ive
tion.
•
forces ;busy or at bay, and it has
I believe that the Nation ot Israised l some serious questions
lam understands this very clearly
and they have benefitted from the ~ on soc\'al justice thro"Jgh dedicated ancjl committed Black revoluhistory of their experience with
tionacys like Huey, Seale, the
Brother Malcolm's breach. They
Cleavers, Angela Davis, Bunchy
have closed ranks since 1965.
Carteir, George Jackson, Jonaand no one outside of the Nation
than iJackso:l, Michael Tabor,
knows of any conflicts, dime-nBobby Hutton, Mark Clark, Fred
sion, differences among its memHampton and Erika Huggins. We
bers. Undoubted:y, this ls due to
must
always recognize they were
the wisdom, greatness of their
heroic Black warriors and their
leader,
the Honorable EUJah
signUicant contribution to the
Muhammad. I am certain that
struggle in the past four years.
there must be internal problems
It is at Howar d Unlversity
in the Natio!'l, for they still have
that we must com~ to grips with
not answered some of the critical
these perplexing aspects of our
questions which Brother Malcolm
pro~ected struggle. we must conposed, but they have revoluttinue to wt..>rk hard and lay theionar y patience and discipline,
foundations for tomorrow. We
and they have successfully kept
muJ)t challenge the present for it
internal problems away from t.h e
is :the responsibility of o:ir genenemy ::ind the general public, We
er~tlon. It is only in this fulfillin the Black Community, must
m~nt of our duty that we can
comprehend this . fully, for it
shape history, past, present and
pinpoints the Nation's dear undtutu re.
erstanding not only of the in•
ternal dynamics of strong and
•
successful organizations, but Mr.
i•
l
Muhammad's basic awareness of
the realities of Black political and
~ew ~dmission
organizational life and its inI
herent dangers in an open society.
White folks have infiltrated
the Black Panther Party. They
•
have undermined it morally and
I
I
intellectually. They are now sysj
tematically destroying it, as they
WASHINGTON,
D. c. -- M.!',
encourage the leadership to fight
Ci11rles 1. Wilson of Philadelphia,
in the open over a class analysis
~~nnsylv ania has been appointed
on decision making. Who is a repirector of Admissions at Howard
visionist? Who is a traitor to
~ffective
M-ar ch 1, 1971. M1'.
Black people? Who is an inter~Uson received his Bachelor of
preter and defender or Mar~~ience
degree from Bethune
xist Leninist principles? Who is
Co'.>kman College, Daytona Beach,
an enemy of the people?
I don't
Florida and his M. Ed. degr ee from
.
really know. But, what I do know
Tem!)le University, Philadelphia,
most emphatically is th ~t we have f Pennsylvania. He has done fu rther
a com:non enemy, a COf9mon ex- / study at Rutgers Univers ity, New
ploiter, a common oppre~sor, and ' Brunswick, New Jersey.
.a common discriminator. He is
Mr. W!lson has wt..>rked as a pubthe White man and he is Euro- ' lie school teacher, guidance co'Jn. pean, whether he is ~rom the
selor, college admissions officer
right or left.
I
and as a college r egistrar.
The Black Panther Party has
Prior to accepting the appointbeen divided, so that it can b~ . ment as Director of Admisslo.1s
conquered, Our c ritical probat Howard Univ~rsity, he was the
•
lem rem-ains- where do r e straRegistrar at PhiladelpM.a College
' tigically go from here,/ when an
of art.

· Dorm . residents begin proje,c t
Although it's important to
know the facts about diamonds,
you certainly don't have to be an
expert to choose a Keepsake Diamond Ring ... because Keepsake
guaranUes a diamond of fine white
color, correct cut and perfect clar· .
ity or replacemen~ assured. The fa·
mous Keepsake certificate provides
permanent registration , trade-in
value and protection against loss
of diamonds from the setting.

CUT: The cut of a Jiamond-the
facets placed on :t by a trained
cutter-brings out tht gem's fire
and brilliance. Anything less than
correct cut n•ducc·s beauty, bril·
Jiance and value.

to provide their members with a
sustaining political structure that
would redimenslonallze their U!e
styles. Therefore, they moved
from the West Coast, where attraction to the Party by Black
warroirs had been the consequence of certain demographic
factors influencing a particular
racial setting, they were handicapped in the north-east, midwest, and south by the absence of
political cohesiveness,
mass
appeal and the infiltrations ofthe
organization by the FBI, CIA etc,
The California style had Umtted
effectiveness in other parts of
the country and the political leadership did not take into consideration the racial and demogr aphic factors that would have
affected the growth of the Party.
Analysis of social reality was
lost in the rhetoric of confrontation and their polemic attacks
on capitalism and imperialism.
Perhaps, and even more. tragic
s ituation exists today in that there
are no structures, institutions or
or ganizations in the Black community that could sift through the
confUsion and bring some clarity
to brothers in the Party in order
that they might recognize that in
the final analysis their prevent
actions are not in the best interest of Black people and our
struggle for freedom and independence.
Oh! If you Howard University could perform this
function and service. Maybe
this would be the mission of the
Black pr ofessio:ial, the minister,
the lawyer, the educator, or ths
r adical scientist- that is to rescue our wa rriors from their continued confusion. We should provide the brothers - Huey, Eldridge, Hillard and Tabor with a
clear-cut analysis of their s ituation, so that it will not merely
be a question of their egos,
their leadership, their perception
or even the Party being threatened, but rather the future of
Black people engaged in a relationship to that struggle and their
c r it i c a 1 relationship to that
s truggle. If the Black Panther
Party dies, we die; .a part of us
dies; George J ackson dies; Angela Davis dies; Bobby Seale dies.
The White left does no~ die.
The Communist Party doe.s not
die. Imperialism does not die.

- - " --
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Every Saturday from 2:00 to
5:00 p.m. eager little troupers
between the tender ages of s ix
and ten can be seen winding their
way through the lounge ofWheatley Hall. Waiting just as eagerly for them are a group of Howar~
students who are members of
Project Hip.
Project Hip is fascinatingly
new to the ,scene of Black community involvement. In a recent
illLLTOP
interview, Patricia
Walker,
sophomore, and cochairman of the project, outlined
its history, purpose and accomplishments.
According to Pat, one year
ago a group of residents of second
floor Frazier Hall formed the
project under the leadership of
Tina Browne and Pat ricia Fisher.
"We decided that the purpose
of the club would be to extend
its services to the community as
much as possible by tutoring
grades 2-4 of the neighboring
district," Pat reminesced.
;\Iott Elementary School was
chosen because of its closeness
to Howard. Shortly after this decision was reached the men of
Cook Hall received an invitation
to join the program . Mrs. Mallay,
principle of Mott contributed to
the project a list of twenty-eight
children who she felt needed
intellectual and social guidance.
Each of these' student s wer e assigned to a ''bir, brother" or a
"oig !:>lSter."
This
year Constance Ray
serves as couns~l or of the project. Connie is a grad student at
Howard. Robert Jackson, sophon ore, is co-chairn1an, Belva Atk. .uson, secretar,_, and David
Cameron is treasurer.
Last year because of a limited budget, the pro)ect operated
::>o a one-to- one tutoring basis.

However this year, thanks to a
generous amount of money from
HUSA, Project Hip has widergone
some exciting change~. The project is extremely grateful for
the support of the officers for
making these change.s po,s sible.
A note of pride I ls ~vident
as Pat explains, "Thls Jfear we
have divided up our u r e into
fiv e segments: Afro- Mt1sic and
Dance, A!ro-AmeriCfU1 fi.istory,
Science, and Arts ~~ Crafts,
and a .tutoring ~rfod with
"lunch" inclusive.
(
The program is also sponsoring trips to Anacostia
Museum,
r
to the Annual Circus,,tQ the Lur ay
Caver ns in Virginia; to the Rock
Creek Nature BuiltliP,g, to the
Afr ican Art ~tuseufn ~d to the
Black Art section pf the Smithsonian ~Iuseum.
As Pat explaine
a recent

l

every committee 15
important
part of our fUnctio • We need
them all to surviv • Arts and
Crafts will teach our Children how
to use their hands; Science will
teach thern how to hoalyze and
observe their envirbi;1ment- how
to use their minds; History will
show them where we .came from
and how to get to ' where we
want to g9, and Afro- Dance will
teach them how to use their
uodies to express theil- passions,
their frustrations I nnd their
ioys."
P roJ ~ct Hip plans I to obtain
eas:y-to- read texiboo~s from a
Black perspective, i1es ear ch
books and a Black Nationalist
Flag in line with what Pat tern1s
"~
cultural enrichn1cnt progr am. ··
~
,\ main cone~ nf the project
ls correcting ·~reading :md
math problems which seem to
prevail among the students.

However this is not an easy task
because of the more serious
discipline problem which exists.
Pat sited as an example little
Earline Johnson. Earline and her
eleven br9thers and s isters live
with an alIDt who has eleven
children of her own. Earline's
•

own mother is dead. One can
plainly see why a discipline problem would exist as well as
classroom
inefficiency. Pat
commented that by the time the ·
aunt disciplines each chijti once
a day there is little time for
anything else. However Pat is
confident of the proje~s ability to handle this proi:l(e~.

•

Walking over to the window of
her room, Pat literally beamed
as she revealed several rows
of small flower pots with the
first tiny seedlings peeping from
newly planted homes of black
dirt. The science comin'.ttee had
been at work. "Our children are
keeping journals of the progr ess
of their plants," she volunteered.

Afro- ?vtusic and Dance W1der
the enthusiastic leadership of
Shar on Jones , philosophy major,
is involved in a fascinating rhythm project. The students listen
to Carmalita by Freddie Robinson and try to p1..:k out sound's
and rhythm of the vari.ed lnstruments on the recor d, As they listen, they try to imitate the sounds
of these instrurn~nts with instruments of their own. Shar on is
looking forward to a tour of the
African Art Exhibit in the School
of Fine Arts.The tour will be
conducted b: ~Ir . Kojo Balden, '
curator of thel African !\1.isic
Gallery in the School of Fine
Arts;

1
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Did you

By Robert "The Black" Taylor

by 12 per cent. And on a PanAfrican level according to a report on World Social Development the projected population of
•
the African continent will be
over 400 million by 1975. (And
the Black shall inherit the earth
-- grow Niggers g.row.)

\

•

THAT the latest step toward
integr ating Blacks into the American society has been taken by
the white business community.
In the neighborhood of twenty
major United States corpora• tions have named Blacks to their
board of directors. This group
includes such powerful capitalist
empires as General Motors,
Chase Manhattan Bank, andStandard 0 11. (Malcom one~ said concerning integration into mainstream America "a chicken cannot produce a duck's egg, because the chicken's system was
not designed for that purpose."
AmeriKKKan capitalist economics will not produce freedom
for Black people because it was
not designed for that purpose.)

THAT espite claim s of success by high Nixon Admlnistration officials for the A:nericanbacked invasion of Laos, the
revolutionary commtmist forces
of Indochina may still win the
war, for according to reports
coming o:.1t of Russ ia, Red China
has declared that if American
forces succeed in cutting the
Ho Chi Minh trail she will enter
the war on behalf of the North
Vietnamese and the Viet Cong.
(All power to the Yellow people
in their jus t and revolutionary
struggle -- now Nixon deal with
800 million Chinese.)

THAT the actual running of
Barry Gordy's Motown Records
is done by h1s eight vice presidents and that four of these vice
presidents are white. (Little wonder The Suprem t-s adopted a
white sound.)

T.HAT attorney \Villiam Kunstler asked Howard County, Maryland Circuit Court to dismiss
the charges agains t H. Rap Brown
after 1t was char ged by a local
law officer that the District Attorney's Office "contrived" the
arson charges crgfilnst Brown in
order to bring the FBI into the
case. The other charges against·
Rap were misdermeanors in
which the FBI would have had
no jurisdiction. (Where is Rap
Brown? Where he ought to be -hiding from AmeriKKKan justlce.)
."

THAT one of the angriest responces to the recent bombing
of the Capitol camt- from ~on
s~ rvative Black journalist Cc:.rl
Rowan who declared that Blacks
should do whatever they can to
help "halt the w:-;.ve of senceless violence, " He also alledged
a.that the born bing would destroy
freedom In t.his country. (What
freedom? -- Damn some negroes
love Amer1KKKa more than
Am~ri KKa loves ttslef.)
THA when Professor Rayford
Log
wrote h1s book on the
history of Howard University,
he had to get it publishd by
the Yale Publishincr Comp:llly.
(Where is the Howard University Press?)

THAT according to recent Census Bureau data the growth rate
of Blacks in America from 1960
to 1970 was almost double that
of whit es. The Black population
inc rease~ by 20 per cent while
the white population increased

March 1.2, 1971
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e ain't Black yet

Based on this week's "Campus Speak Out,'j Howard University is not really a Black
University. Hey, members of the Cl~ of '7t ,i did you .catch that? After all the sit-ins,
1
takeovers, boycotts and shut-downs that you haye witnessed and participated in, Howard is
still not Black.
Maybeit's time we faced the unfortunate po~ibility that this university may never reach
the point of Blackness, for many reasons. What kind of Black University has as many white
faculty members as Howard has? What kind of Black University has a Fine Arts faculty that
can't decide what Blackness and relevance are? ·What kind of Black University has the
rampant drug problem that exists on this camn.us? What kind of Black Univei:sity has a
student association like HUSA? What kind of Black University has to have concerts and
danced banned because niggers break through the doors? What ki11d of Black University
has to have as many concerts and dances i11 a decade as Howard had last semester?
No, Howard is not a Black University, and will never be until these and hundreds of
other discrepancies are corrected. And who is doing the correcting? Cheek? HUSA?· .T he
HILLTOP? Junebug JabboJon~~? Who, if they wanted to, would be able to corr~ct the
warped, drugged, indifferent minds of the Howard University community?
·
Has this editorial been filled with too many questions with no answers and no direction?
If so, check back over the HILLTOPS of the past three-and a half years, taking special
notice of the editorials, the speeches made in Cramton, and the words of our student
leaders. The direction was then~. The answers were given.
Wklt's~ the use?

Guest editorial

The chanip is still the champ
•

Whatever you have heard from
the white news media concerning
the AU- Frazier bout dld not
really occur. The radio, television and newspapers have pulled a veil of illusion over the
public 's eyes and have purposely
failed to report what really happened M-irch s. The news media
..reported the results of the fight
the way they would want you to believe it happened, but it did not
happen that way at all. If the sad,
sick, and degenerate whites ever
show the fight on T .V. please
check it out for yourself. It is up
to the black commanity to demand
that the fight be shown to the
people and that the people be given
the opPortunity to decide for
themselves who the real champ
ls.
Muha'mmad Ali is the Jack
Johnson of the seventies and Joe
Frazier is the "Great White
Hope." Now the question is, will
you sit back and let the establishment persuade you to accept their champ as our champ
or will we take a stand behind

By Geoffrey

Slmmo~

Ali and give him the support
he needs at this time? Will you
let Ali become a has-been by
the media or will you take the
weight of your brother and mrlte
behind h1s stand !or black people? Brother Muhammad was not
just fighting for the championship
of the boxing world March 8,
but each blow was struck for
the liberation · of black people
from the chains of white oppression.
Joe Frazier represented the
racist, white, capitalistic system
that for more than four centuries
has been trying to put fown anyone who would stand in its way.
To say that Frazier is the winner, is to say that you have given
in to the system and that you
will now accept the lle that you
are inferior and that you have
capitulated to amerika's racism
willfUlly.
What can you do? You can refuse to sell a brother down the
drain. You can give Alltheunited
supPort from the black com:ntmity that gave it during his

entire fighting career. You can
begin to write your own history
books and tell it like it was instead 6f allowing whitey to s ay
that he has succesfully put down
another slave revolt. You can help
other brother s see the politics
behind the fight and not be allowed to be caught up in the' system's trickbag. You must poiJlt
out to the masses that the white
world was afraid of Ali because
in h1s words : " I speak the truth
that can s~t men free."
All's situation r eminds lne of
the case of Jack Johnson in 1908
when the stabltshment· said: A
black man in the heavyweight
throne w·ould endanger the morals
of the young, the safety of the •
women and the image of the nation in the world. So instead of
a black champ they have created
a U{lCle tom champ with white skin
underneath a black mask.
When Ali was 22 he said, "I
don't have to be what you want
me to be, I'm free to be who I
want. " Can we say the same thing
and turn our backs on the black
people's champion?

~(· itt>1·-·- - More about

•

elections for offices oe moved
up to the last week in March.
2. No less than 51% of the entire student population must vote
and the candidates must receive
a plurality.
3. Incumbent H.U.S.A. officers
will continue to receive their
subsidy, but the newly elected
candidates will take over their
"-functions immediatly.
A recent inspection of our campus situation shows that this
could very well be the last line
of defense against further encr oachments on our ability to
determine what direction this
university will take.
Any respo.nse will be greatly
appr eciated.
1
Respectfully yours,
Harold l . Dobson II

leadership

•

Open letter to the Howard University Student Community:
It is obvious to many of us,
that there is a need for new
and creative leadership on ls
campus.
There are three basic crit ria
on >vhich our leade r shoul be
chosen. Firstly, a lea
ould
receive a broad base of support
throughout the entire student community. Secondly, he
should be an effective spokesman for student opinion at all
levels. Thirdly, his programs
sl1ould serve as many students
as possible.
Few of our past or present
leaders have m~i any of these
criteria. All of our previous
_,tudent leade rs have represented
themselves and/ or c.e rtain
cliques. They have usually won
elections with somewhere between four to ten percent of tltP
entire student population. Obviously, this does not show broad
support.
It is also true that our leaders
either by choice, or necessity,
have failed to articulate any opinion other than . their particular
interest group. This opinion
seldom 1.:oincictes with the mi.:<'h
larger ~tudent population.
With few possible exceptions ,
the programs have (1 ) not immediatly affected the students,
(2) failed to have a critical impact on the greater black community surrounding the UJ1ivers1ty, and (3) usually been "old
wine in new bottles."
•'\.t this time, I would like to
offer three proposals;
1. That the present H. U.S. A.

•
~

Snookie
·raps
about Proiect
.
.
.

•
The letters and comments on this
page .represent the beliefs and
opinions of the individual authors.
and do not nea:ssarily reflect
HILL TOP views.
AJI letters to the Editor must be
typewritten, double~paced and of
reasonable length (no more than two
pages). They should be maiied to
Editor, The HILLTOP, Howard
University, Wash., D.C. 20001, or
brought to the office at 2215 4th St.,
N.W. no later than the Monday prior
to the Friday that they are to appear.

"

Dear Editor:
Howard University has made
one of the biggest and timeliest
steps in originating the D.C.
Project and
we the black
community are ready and willing
to do our part.
But we must warn Howard that
we as blacks will not allow them
to turn back or slow- up what we
feel is necessary for the survival
of all Blacks.

We can no longer tolerate the
personality clashes that HUSA
. and the Senate have been having
which only effect us the Black
cofumwlity. We as Blacks can
not let any Black or white continue to disor ganize and plant
frustration, dis unity and animosity between our black institutions and our black comthat you use whatever influences
munities.
at your disposal to have the
University officially closed on
r-.1arch 22, and 23 . l\1y reasons
If )'ou check back, ther e was
ar e simple : so that as many
a time because of Howard's
students as possible will be able
"boogie" and traditional ways,
to actively assist a Black canthey could not walk safely in the
didate, in what ever ways posarea outs ide of Howard Unisible, during those two days,
versity or dare-say the Black
~o as to accomplish the earlier
community. National campuses
nientioned goals (1 & 2) and,
have successfully educated the
in doing this to impress upon
Black community so that we
the Brothers and Sisters of this
realize that whether political,
city the arithmetic necessity of
Black or white, :in organization,
not spreading themselves too
or an institution, that doesn't
thinly, as this will s urely lead
serve that needs of its people,
to a white victory.
m:ist be destroyed.
I urge you to use your leadership talents in this regard .
4
Sincerely,
The Southeast Com1n11 llty ProLawrence E, \Villiams, Jr.
ject has taken upon itself to seek

Take election day off

says District resident
Dear Editor:
On !\1arch 23, we the residents of Washington, D.c., will
elect a "second-class '' congressman. As is inherent in my
description of that position, I
have reservations about the authenticity of it. However, there
are some advantages: 1) that
given a strong, Black: militant
individual,
at
least Black
people--throughout the cO't:lnlry-would have someone in the fornm
to ponsistently remind r acist
America of the plight of 30 million Bla-cks 2). there's nothing
wrong with a Brother copping
that $42, 000 (plus) 4). as an
antithesis to the aforesaid two
ideas , just think of Nevius, or
any white, in that position,
Accordingly, I am requesting

•

community servants •who are
willing_ to die if necessary to eliminate any and all things which
threaten the black community.
\Ve as com'munity servants see
the need for unity with our Black
Institution at all cost.
'I''.11~

Southeast Community Project has employed approximately
15 black teenagers and parents
who depend on their money. The
parents depend on it for rent,
food and shelter. But then parents
depend also on the $10 .00 a w<.iek
in which Howard pays their kids,
They look at Howard students with
respect an•! pride and are aware
of their Blar.kness.
The Southeast Project has gone
into Randalls Junior High School
where our kids attend. W-c are
pro·1ct to s ay that every student
in our pro~ra:n 113.s impr oved
50%.
As servants of the corp 11unitr
we hope that last ·Monday, wlll
oo the last timE' that we will
attend a meet!J:r concerning cutb:l..:KS in '.;u..:.;1:: ..Jid freezing of
s alari<::s
The. injustices a.id
genocidl arc <.oncentrah•d in
Black communities.
Brothers anu sisters of Howard
University investigate and find
out what's going on on your campus. This is :i.o longer a :.ai::e
you are pla}·ing with· the l••:es
of Black peo;>~c.
S;'lookie
sc1-vant of peopl e
'

·•

-
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The · Man from M.O ..N.E~Y.

By Nairobi Njamaa

Men and boys over the age
of eight or nine are being herded
into detention camps to prevent
their potential support for guerrilla troops.
Thousands of peo;>le are fleeing their homeland to a neighboring country.
A state of emergency has been
declared by the reactionary government and the guerrillas have
made a plea to present their
case before the U.N .
Sounds from the Middle East?
Shrieks from Vietnam ? No - this
is coming from the African provin~e of . Eritrea, today a little
known colony of Ethiopia bord-·
ering on the Rod Sea.
Eritrea was first colonized
by the Italians in 1890. In 1941,
it. and Ethiopia were " liberated"
by the "allies". Soon afterwards
it was "given" to Britian to administer and according to some
a.u throitles exploit. By 1952 1 it
was placed under a federal mandate system with neo-colonialized Ethiopia with United Nations (U.S.) approval. In 1961,
under the firm guidance of Emperor Halle Selassie - the local
parllment agreed to the annexation of E rltrea by Ethiopia.
After repeated non-violent attempts to fight their battle at
what they termed a U.S. controlled U.N., a group of Eritrean brothers joined together
and formed the Eritrean Liberation Front. Since 1962 the
E.L.F's armed guerrilla warfare
tatics have been steadily increasing. Today the E. L. F claims a
force of some 10,000 well
organized, equipped, and trained
Eritreans that it can depend on.
Last Novemoer the revolutionaries devastated two villages in
Western Eritrea. At the same
time, commandos ambushed and
killed Maj. General· Teshome
Erghetu, fascist commander of
the stai~ police force charged
with crushing the revolution. As
late as last month the E. L. F
blew up two gasoline trucks only
five miles from Asmara, the
capital, and killed a white American \SPY-soldier from Kagnew
Statton, a giant U.S. military
base which serves as a s atellite earth terminal for World
European Imperialism in Africa
and the world.
Now in control of better than
two thirds of Eritrea, they have
lnms>sed their own taxes, and
jus"t' last month hijacked an
F..ihiopian Airlines plane to Libya
and gunned down a U.S. Army
·.mall courier.
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By Barbara Womack

" ...A little known colony of Ethiopia
bordering on the Red Sea ..."

The Imperial government has
responded to E. L. F tactics by
declaring a state of emergency
and placing most of the country, with its 2,000,000 people
under military rule. In an apparent attempt at starving out
the revolution, the Ethiopian
army ls moving much of the rural
population through an American
style pacification program into
some 200 detension camps.
Last month government troops
persuing a small band of E.L.F
snipers in the city of Keren
opened fire on civilians, killing
or wounding 200 brothers and
sisters. These negative actions
are producing the positive effect
of alienating the countryside,
making the population more bitter, and more responsive to the
E.L.F.

C

It ls

a matter ot lime

before Halle Selassie's government serio;Jsly deals with the
question of Eritrean demands for
self-determination.\ With Ethiopia one step out of f~udalism and
three steps in its own civil war
and the !ritrean Liberation Front
advancing on all fronts, somP. o!>servers believe that Selassie may
yet request American aid to " Stop
the spread of Com:nunism ln
Africa. "

At the beginning of last
semester, Pam Preston resigned
!rom her position as HUSA secretary. At that time, we should
have taken heed. We should have
asked ourselves why-Why did
Pam Preston resign and relinquish the payment of her tuiflon
among other benefits? As secretary of HUSA, Parfi was in a
position to see and to.~ow practically everything that went on in
HUSA. Pam must have seen
something that she dldn 't 11.ke.
The question now ts, What did
Pam see?
Possibly P"tm saw a group of
egotistical people who had come
together for a common cause-that cause was the making of a
new film called, "The Man From
M.O.N.E.Y. (Michael outsmarts
Nobody Except Ya'·ll)." Now we
know that The Man From Money
was a flop but still we must ask
why. Did the fllm flop because
there were not . enough paying
customers or did it flop because
too many people paid too much
for so little? From my point of
view, it failed beacuse of too
much color photography ' and not
enough production expertise.
The sub-title of this movie
was the D.C. Project, D.C. ls
probably a description of the
pepple who were directing the
project-Dumb Coons. At this
time, I haven't quite figured out
the plot but there was a super
star involved who outsmarted
The Man From Money. "Cool

Hand Mungo" was his name, rapping and egoing was his game.
The film rolled on until an epidemic overtook the mo.j9rity of
the stars. The epidemic was
described as " Mungomania".
The stars that were affected with
this disease had similar symptoms; they began to lie, and cause
mass confusion among the other
cast members. Some of them
became arrogant and made threatening remarks. At this time,
the rest of the producers decicfed
to stop the filming, they imposed
a budget freeze. Unfortunately,
I cannot go on about the events
which followed the budget freeze
basically because there seems
to have been a blackout.
Now, back to Pam and why
she resigned. Could it be that
Pam witnes.s ed gross mishanddling of funds which could have
resulted in criminal prosecution "?
Did Pam see the president of
HUSA as one w!10 could maneuver people into doing and saying the " right thing" ? Or did
Pam see the treasurer of HUSA
as a money maniac who was
only concerned about himself and
who had a way with requisitions?
Maybe Pam resigned because she
received some flowers which she
knew
had been purchased
illegally. My guess ls that Pam
r esigned because she was afraid,
she was afraid of jepoardlzing
her education and her fUture by
being involved in an organization which from the start has
been guided by a crooked man
with a crooked stick,
I personally don't know why
Pam Preston r esigned from

HUSA but I am certain that some
of the reasons that I mentioned
played significant parts in her
decision to do so.
HUSA has become synonymous
to everything that is bad in student government; It has become
tt}e
symbol of dishonesty,
disloyalty, deceit, and dlsorganlzation. The Howard University Student Association ls not
and will not be until an entirly
new group of people are elected
to make it what it should be.
You cannot re-organize anything
that has no organization in the
first place. A disorganized body
cannot function for the betterment
of those that it represents, lt
can only create distrust, HopefUlly, when the elections come
around this spring, we will elect
responsible people who have
some knowledge about how astudent governm~~nt organ.ization
should be run. Whoever you vote
for ls your business but please
stay away from the X-slate. We
have found that " X" has come
to mean nothing. It ls used by
illiterates who can.'t sign their
name. A:1ything that is unknown
or ls bad is usually labeled,
Brand X. Of course, we never
buy Brand X!
. N0TE; !n my description of the
film,
"The
Man
From
M.O.N.E.Y. ," some of my facts
may have screwed up, but then,
so was the film. By, the way, I
understand that the film has a
surprise and an unexpected ending. It has something to do with
Viet Nam or Laos or Cam~ia
or m-aybe even South Africa! I
just don't know.

Nigerian critici~es homeland
!iY Umo·Bassev

The first impression that
strikes anybody whenever the
name Nigeria is mentioned is
"That very divided and inharmonious country that has been
so badly obsessed with tribal
and ethnic strife." Nigeria is a
rich, powerfUl and progressive
African country though.
As potentially Africa's greatest hope, foreign interest in that
country has been immense. As
an example of where the vast and
colorfUl diversity that exists in
Africa can be turned into great
strength and force, the continent's enemies have vowed to project a wrongimageo~thatcountry
and to keep the confidence of the
African perpetually shaken.
Nonetheless, the fault lies, not
in ·the fact that thes e people are
trying to seek their own interests,
but ii1 that Saint of international
politicS-Nigeria. The fault lies
in Nigeria not taking any effective mt1asures to counteract
influences of such damagingpropaganda, in Nigeria not having a
.sens of direction and vis ion, in
Nigeria not having any sense of
m \ssion in Africa and in the Black
·world, and in Nigeria preferring
the status quo, the drift year in
year out in utter blamelessness.
Ii there ar e social problem~• in
Nigeria, which there are, they are
not unique. For we are still on
earth, W·e are still living. W·~ have
not yet attained that ultimate
Uto;,)la-heaven. No country of the
world Ilas solved all its problems.
Even today the more adv1nced
countries appear to be faced with
the most complex problem:>.
Thro:ighout history, the task of
nation..,buildlng has never been
an easy one. Nigeria and all
other African countries are having their own "War of Roses'.' ,
their own revolutions. All this
notwithstanding, Nigeria takes
consolation from the fact that
upon all its pr oblems, it has not
been necessar y to have a Yoruba School or an Ibo 8::hool or an
n>iblo suburb. Nor are there
daily widespread street clashes
between members of one religious group and thlil other. It has
ren1ained, despite linguistic barriers a highly intergratPrl

society- a Nigerian society.
But fo~ somebody . to expect ..
that all tht: different components
of that society should reason to.
gether on aµ issues is to expect
the Utoplaflt To say that the
different groups that make up
the Nigerian\ w!1ole s hould vote
th~ same on major issues ls to
live in fantasy. For Africa, improverished fo'r decades on end
has no heridltary wealth. Everybody ls beginnln~. Government is
still largerly tti~provlder, the
provider of jobs, he provider of
good-health and w 11 being, the
provider of education, the provider of wealth itself, the provider of capitol for the establishment of indigneous business.
Government is the father. It is the
be all and the end all. The emergence of powerfUl interest
gr oups in a society such as this
can only be expected. It is inevitable. It ls only natural.
.
In the light of all these, those
who say that African unity can
only be possible when all Africans have the same minds, when
as they put it " they solve ~heir
internal problems," only mean
that Africa should wait forever.
That is why Nigeria must be
exposed for what it ls-a toothless bull-dog. This is why we
must not forgive Nigeria for being s o badly carried away by this
propaganda stunt and peddling
it around Africa. This is why Nigeria m11st be made to acco:mt
for its crime against Africa, it
must be made to answer for
being the greatest stumbling
block in the struggle for an African Governmt~nt. It n1ust answer
for this delay which has given
narrow nationalism and sm'3.ll
groupings the chance to continue
to tear us asunder. For Nigeria,
a highly advanced lfr i<. an contry
which should be a source of
pride ana inspiration to Black
people evex;,'\vhere has been the
greatest expene.nt_ of the "Lets
wait until" doctrine. It has been
the one most affected by 'i!xlernal propaganda and with its influence it has made allies of a
few of the .s:naller countries.
For Nigeria 11as been pretenqing that without the political unity

of the continent there isn't anything it can do.
W~at that country needs now
above all other things is the right
calibre of men. Nigeria needs
dynamic and creative and selfless m1~n, not automatons. Nigeria n~eds men of vision not narrow minded robots. Nigerian~eds
masters not servants, doers not
talk~rs.

For too long, dynamic and
creative leadership seems to
have eluded that country. It has
been quite successfUl in producing men who have shown exceptional ability in maintaining
internal stability but so far nobody has emerged to direct the
the country towards clearly definable and desirable goals. The
men who could have shown vision,
the men who could have had ideas,
the mP.n with the type of minds
that would marshall out the
country's goals and then set it
towards the realization of those
goals had been submer ged into the
system and they would nol resist
it . •They hold important positions
in the public service and in industry. Even those in private em- •
ployment are too busy amassing wealth by night usµig the
wrong methods while the country
drifts aimlessly along.
A major oil producing country
of the world, none of ·lts five
Universities, which by all s tandards are first r ate, have thought
of offering cour ses in petroleum
engineering or in the allied technicalities of the industry. Kor has
there been any attempt to do so
in any of the country's schools
of tectu1ology. But 1nnst of these
instit11tions of higher learning are
suppo~ed to be owned by the
Government. Instead, it has rem31ned the sole responsibility of
Oil Companie!\to go at their own
pace and to train Nigerians fo r
jobs when they are r eady. Even
those Nigerians s upposed t(' be
in important places in companies
don't play any policy roles. Their
roles are in 'official titles'.
Such flaws could be f1 '1:1d not
only in the industrial t' , com-

merclal life of the country but
even in its public service. With
very few modifications. the code
of conduct for its public servants
remain basically the .one drawn
up by the colonial masters with
the result that the service is
becoming increasingly overburdened with internal problems
and ls gradually loosing its effectiveness in carrying out
government policy and programs.
The educational system has not
foreseeable goals. It appears to
be ·education for the sake of education, education for prestige,
education for a lucrative job. The
elementary and secondary education is still the one established
primarily
to produce enough
clerks for service in the Colonial
Administrations. Till this day,
nobody has felt that it may no
longer be necessary to insist on
the wearing of uniforms to school.
After all, the people can now a!ford minimum clothing. Indeed,
it could be said that the country
runs itself.
·
But Nigeria and indeed the
Black world cannot be al.lowed to
continue like this forever. The
trained and dedicated minds must
comP. out and serve. They must
show the small-minded and the
corrupt his place - at the bottom
of the rung - out of public life.
They must make public service
attractive enough for the best in
the society. It is true,. that the
will of the people matter s but the
spirit which controls this will
matters most. For somebodyhas
to infUse discipline and a sense
of direction into the people.
Som~body has got to forget about
the pleasures and attractions of
this life and cledicate himself to
the w:r:iting of bvoks for the
:uture generations t0 read. Somebody has to forget about sleep
and work ar.d plan for the continent.. Somebody has to t hink
of rnother Africa. Somebody h~
to prefer stroke through hard
work to obes ity caused by inactivity and laziness.
Only and only then can we hope•
th.Lt the Black m:in will so:neday
•
co~1e to be r agarded as J\1--A-N,

•

.
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Howard presented with .

Black wo01an - white 01an

Model Citie·s program

By Robert "The Black" Taylor and Arthu r Lloyd

'

•

"I just wasn't enough woman
for a Black man; he needed more
than I could give."
"But you get to a certain
point in show business••. and you
subsequently meet more whites.
Almost all the men I met were
white."
"My husband to me is not
white; he's just a human being
I happen to love."
. The above statements, jusHficatlons, or excuses are the
feelings of three well-known,
professional . Black woman - Lena Horne, Cindy Birdsong, and
Roberta Flack -- who for their
own particular reasons have rejected intra-racial matrimony
and have surrendered themselves
to white men in marriage.
HoW'ever, they are not alone,
for there is an impressive array of "successfUl'' Black female
personalities in America who
have gone the road of inter, racial wedlock.
Besides sisters Horne, Birdsong, and Flack, others on the ,
not-woman-enough-for- a-Blackman list include such Black and
beautiful notables as pathetic
Dorothy
Dandridge,
f1rery
Eartha Kitt, girlish Leslie Uggams, sexy DlaJ;la Ross, foxy
Barbar a
McNair,
motherly
Mahalia
J ackson, l;!nigmatlc
Ma-ria Cole (widow of the late
Nat King Cole» Lorraine Hans- .
berry, and a number of other
less promin~nt Cleopatran per7
sonallties.
But why? Why have such a
large and disproportionate number of professional, especially ·
entertainers, Black woman gone
or been elrlven to the arms of
the Black man's oppressor?
Lena Horne, who a few y,ears
ago declared that she vias a
woman before she was Black,
may have offered one answer
when she elaborated O"l her admission that the Black m:m
needed more than she could offer. She said Black women can- -.
not s imply be "loving wives";"'·,
they must be" spiritual sponges"
absorbing their man's r acial i ·
hurts and ''this doesn't leave
much room for s imple love to
develop."
Due ·to the nature of Black-r
white relationships 1n America
inter- racial marriage for all
thes~::en has not been without it conflicts.
Cone ing her marrying a
white man Lena told of the connict she had to resolve: "Falling in love with .Lennie (her
white husband) represented, I
now realize, a culm ination of the
battle within me between two
forces -- the need for racial
pride and identity and the ·need
simply to be myself, to assert
my rights as a private, even
selfish, person. 11
Then there is the pathetic case
of Dorothy Dandridge who, after
the failure of her marriage with
Black (?)dancer Harold Nicholas,
became involved in an affair
with movie director otto Preminger.
~ass

DaJ\urldge died in 1965
at the age of 42, and there is .
some speculation that her death
may havP hPen a suicide.
Miss Dandridge confesses
in
he r heart- breaking autobiography, Ever)-lhing ana Nothing:
The Dorothy D:mdridge
Tragedy, that she and P r eminger
had sexual relations many times
but w!1en she "begged" the white
m<J••ie ul rector ') give her a
ba w, he refUsed. Sae married
Greek restaurant owner, John
Deniso:i. in 1959 but was lata:·
divorced.
Ther e has been some variation but mQre r, roup s imilarity
111 the typt> of white man t!lese
Black prof~.s.!>ionnl entertainers
'.l'"·" ~1 '\rr "' ".:ine of the first
similarities one notices is that
few of the 'vhlte husbands have
heen as we1 ! known as the Black
wives. Jet .\lagaz1ne recent!)
termed Diana h oss's new husoand
"a "irtual unkr1own1 ' in his fie!d
which is public relations.
Th~ hushands of :\tal1aliaJackson (the) have been divorced),
Cindy Birdsong, and Bar bara :\.ic-

'

Nair are similarly unknowns in
their respective fields.
Leslie Uggams set aprecedent
five years ago when she found
her white husband in the white
supremlst nation of Austrailia.
She met him under circumstances
much the same as those under
which Dorothy Dandridge and
Cindy Birdsong met their white
mates - in their dressing rooms.
Miss Uggams related that her
husband to be came uninvited
into her dressing room after one
of her night club performances
and shortly afterwards they began
dating.
One lesser known Black professional woman, Alice Walker,
wrote a book in which she declared that "Blacks should not
look to whites for anything."
When asked why she married a
white man, she asserted that she
was acting as an individual.
Roberta Flack relates that
when she married her white husband bis family disowned him
, and her family and most of her
fl-lends were also shocked. And
to top it all off, she says, "my
brother refused to give me
away," at the wedding.
If present rumors prove true
the ranks of those Black women
who have married white men
will be argumented with the additions of Diahnne Carroll who

has been linked romantically with
David Frost lately and Supreme
Mary Wilson who says she would
like to marry a Black man but
appears to be leaning in the
opposite direction.
While it ls very hard to determine whether inter- racial
marriages are on the increase
or not, two things are clear:
generally those Black women in
the upper echelons of the entertainment and professional world
are the ones most likely to marry
white men and secondly there
is a growing hostility in the
Black community and among
Black men to loosing their women to the white world.
Barbara McNair· told of being
embarrassed during an engagement at the Plaza Hotel in Beverly Hills, California by a dashiki
and Afro wearing brother who
verbally attacked her and Black
women llke her for "not giving
the proper image of the Black
people." Responed Miss McNair,
"I feel a strong and personal
identification with Blackness, but
I want to be able to do it in
my own way."
But if the Black hostility toward seeing their women walking hand-in-hand with white men
continues Miss McNair and those
who think like her may find
that they will not to be Black
in their own way much longer.

bring about a recognizable difference between citizen control

By Betheye Powell

The
Housing and Urban
Developrpent Department is trying to sell a revamped ex-Great
Society program to the people
and the White House. They presented the program to the Howard University School of Social
Work's Urban Studies Center at
the Seminar for Model Cities
last week.
.
Marshall Kaplan, Special Consultant for Mi.>del Cities, contends
that the regenerated program is
more feasible than the original
of the Great Society; consequently, the first session of the ·
seminar was an attempt to impress the 40 students and faculty
members present with the program.
The major differences in the
Republican program are its emphasis on the powers of the local
chief executives, the comprehens~ve plans to be presented
to HUD by the city governments,
and HUD's function as a kind of
a trustee of the cities grants.
Kaplan stated that the department hopes that these differences
will create "strong local chief
executives ana greater resident
involvement in deciding priority
needs."
According to Kaplan, the new
role of citizen participation in •
the model cities program is "to

'

and citizen participation."
He said that the proposed
"mayor control" has enabled
HUD to enforce a unified interpretation of administration
procedures with "model cities
bureaucrats" at the regional and
local levels and cut red tape
shapely so that the program .,can
be more susceptible to local
objectives and less sus~eptible
to federal management."
The reformed model cities
program will use what Kaplan
called the "mayor dominant ap. proach." The citizens will participate in deciding the objectives
of their "comprehensive" plan
but the final "signature" will
come from their mayor's oftlce.
According to HUD, a " comprehensive" plan includes:
1. a five-year general plan
for the neighborhood:
2. a one-year action plan with

prlorties attached to programs
proposed in the five-year plan;
inventory of other
f~deral, state and 1oca1 assistance fiowing into the neighborhood through programs other
than model cities;
(Continued on Paitc 9J
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Can youquali
for bankings New.

1

Breed?
They're yoJJng. Our average new officer is 26. They're flexible.
The kind who rush, out to meet change . They're self-starters.
Because they know stagnation is not our style.
We need managers. You need a job. Does this suggest anything
to you? Why not see C&S. the blllion-dollar bank at the
crossroads of the South? Where 80 out ".'Jf the top 100
1
U.S. companies bank.

•

..

C&S' Don Rochow will be on gour
campus next week. Like to meet him?
Check with your placement office no\\·!

CgS
The Citizens and Southern Banks in Geo~ia

•

,

•
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Page 9
By S tanFerd ln and

Mingus and Gravatt
~Y

Pearl Stewart

"El Hajj Malik ls not a play
that should be written about at
2:00 a.m. by a weary lilLLTOP
editor who is trying to beat a
deadline. There is so much that
should be said about this play
that cruinot possibly be included
in an eleventh hour makeshift
review. But that is what has to
be done, so her e it ts.
Written by N. R. Davidson, Jr.
and directed by drama instructor
Glena Dickerson, El Hajj Malik,
the Arabic name adopted by Malcolm x , became not just a dramatization of Malcolm's life, but
a dedication to the l\Ialcolm who
lives in each of us.
Because of this, each character in the play 1S.. at one time
.or another l\1alcohn, There are
no roles, as such, because no one
remains the same individual;
instead, the entire cast portrays
a diversified unit - a composite
• oi Mhlcolm, whose life was a
composite of the myriad experiences of his people. There
are excerpts from .his Autobiography, and l\1alcolm Speaks.
There is satire and humor,
solemnity and patn. .\ntl love,
which is inte r esting, •l>ecause
Malcoltn is not oft e1~ r etriembered as a love advocate.

I expected someone to rurst out
with "The Age of Aquarius," es -

pecially after one of the actresses, whlle roaming through the
audience with the rest of the cast
and greeting people with warm
embraces, bestowed one of these
hugs on Richard Coe, the (white)
theater critic for the Washington
Post.
However, aside from
this
seeming contradiction, and a few
discrepancies in transition (from
humor to seriousness and from
narrative to first person), the
play is excellent-unparalleled by
anything on a Howard stage this t
year. The acting, complete with
choreogr aphy and singing, is
brilliant. In fact, everyone ls so
beautiful that it's difficult to pin* point those who excelled, and this
is made more difficult by the
fl!ct that everyone in the play,
to an extent, is everyone else.
Nevertheless special mention
must be given Connie Thomas,
Debor ah Allen, and Ed Fleming (Kuumba) who reached special
speaks in Wed;1esday's performance. (Keep in mind that there
are nine other notable peaks,
all of which create one mound
of excellence).
The unusual, but utAil\arian,
set design by St. c1Jr--E?hristmas deserves mention, as does
the lighting design by Ron Anderson, which, although a little
heavy on the strobes, is commendable. The recorded music,
which I understand is due to a
last minute complication, ls a
definite drawback, but the cast
deals with it well.
This play may have come close
to interpreting the real Malcolm
-the Malcolm of all of us. But
it is doubtful that Malcolm would
have liked the play, because it
seems that the man who gave
'!The Message
to the Grass
Roots" may have questioned an
extremely well-acted and fairly
well-written, but boldly interpret~d version of his life. But
I liked it, and apparently just
about everyone Pl se did.
And maybe I' m wrong-l\1alcolm
in ight have dug it too.

From dett!ntlon home to Harlem to prison to Allah, the
actors reveal the highlights and
low points of a man whose life
was taken from him after he was
dead, and transformed into books,
posters, records and plays.
One of the most exciting
scenes is Malcolm's experiences
in Harlem, the birthplace and the
graveyar d of Blackness. Superbly
choreographed, this scene emphasizes · the good lif&-the
parties, the women, the jive. And
then there is the dope. Somehow
the "high" scene comes off like
something out of an underground
acid flick, except for Conni~
Thomas' genuine noddin'. While
'
I'm on this
point I may as well
point out that in the "love" scene;
which was supposed to be based
on Mal<.:olm's desire for Blacks
to 10ve each other as a people,
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Scenes from ·El Hajj Malik: Performances will be held tonight and
Sun. at 8:30 p.m., Sat. at 7 :30 and midnig!tt and 2 p.m. Sun.
a

•

Studies se.t for Af ri·c a
,...
Dr. c. Eric Lincoln, President
of the Am-:!rican Forum for International Study, announced today
that universities in Ghana and
Nigeria would be • the sites fer
the fourth consecutive African Studies programs sponsored by the
Am-erican Forum.

The Airican Studies programs
will be drawn exclusively from the
African Studies specialists of the
Institute of African Studies, University of Ghana, and the University o{ Ib~dan (N,igeria).
Dr. Lincoln s·a1t1 tnat the Ghana
program, in addition to 60-75 hours
of lectur es, would include field
~tudy trips to Kum~si , Et.mfna,
Terna, and other historical sites.
Special programs of dance, music
and the arts will be included as
part of th~ program. The National
&

Dance Company of Ghana led by
Mr. A. M. Opoku will perform !or
the participants.
The program in Nlgeria Will be
centered in Ibadan and have as its
theme Comparative African Cultures. Lectures will be provided
by leading scholars from the University or Ibadan and field trips
will be made to Lagos, Ife, Abeokuta, and the l'vt islim North.
American teachers will be . given
the opportunity to collect and develop m~te rials for use in their
u .S. Classrooms.
As in all American Forum programs, Ghanaian and Nigerian students ·wlll participate in the programs.
,,
In additio:l to university based
program:;, Dr. Lincoln also announced that ~ the Forum would
sponsor a six country West African cultural tour.

example, This NET television
premiere focuses on a distressing period of Mingus' life. The
year was 1966 and it shows Mingus being evicted from a Greenwich VUlage loft. He had intended to u5e the place for a school
of music but like most progressive Black efforts in white
'
America it was stifled. Mlngus'
music was used as a means of
ihighlighting the film's sketchy
content. Nevertheless, this film
is important becau::.e l'ttingus has
been and continues to be a s ignificant force in the area of Jazz/
aesthetics ...
on being ,Black in
America Mingus said, "The flag
ls a prestige badge worn by a
pro~itable minority", adding that
to be Black in America was nonAmerican. He felt that A.'llP.rlca• s social pathology resulted fro:n sexual repression.
-"Sex' ' , he said was , "a source
o~
S'Jrvival... like going to
church". Mingus' influence on
Jazz is both historical and musical. He has been credited with innovating the collective improvisation that char acterizes todays '
"New Black M·Jsic". Check out
his L. P.: 1Pitl1ecanthropus Erectuc; ', on Atlantic, Also, we should
take se rio·JSly the plight of the
Jazz/artist and lend m...1re support. There is something beyo:id
the Motown sound •..
Re~~cting

''. ..a double exposure of the dynamics of Black music."
Two powerful jazz events took
place last week. On Thursday
evening Eric Gravatt Means and
Zulu Nation appeared in an explosively colorful concert/ritual
in Cramton Auditorium. Sunday's
experience was a rare piece:
a 10 p.m. film on Jazz/bassist,
composer and innovator, Charlie
Mingus, on channel 26.
Separated in time and space
but not quality and context these
two events provided a double exposure of the creative dynamics
of Black Music, A creative lllliqueness that often overshadows the
harsh realities of the Jazz/ Artist struggle 1or survival. Eric
Gravatt, whose artistic sensitivity is reflective of John Coltrane,
Cecil Taylor and Ornette Coleman affirmed this reality, "there
is a desperate squeeze on Jazz/
musicians to stop this kind of
m.Jsic". The film "l\1ingus" depicted in live emotions what he
expressed.
Thursday night's ritual began
with William Gail Peak (Zulu)
and his aggregation called Zulu
:\ation. The 'Nation's opening
piece was appropriately titledFalth. Zulu, whose saxophone artistry uses elements of Sonny
Rollins and John Coltrane in his
own creative form led this introspective oddssey. Bay, composed by drummer Bevin Turnbull, was ~he second piece. This
J azz/tone poem stretched the
creativity of the 'Nation' to a
beaufitul example of ensemble
playin~. All tones fused into one
explosive colorful effect. Roxanne Reese, the 'Nations' vocalist did two pieces, Song for My
Father' and 'You Know How I
Feel.' These pieces were aesthtically expressed with a feeling
that left an intimate but lasting impression with the audience,
The .Nation's sense of continuity is made pos~•'11e by pianstLarry Johnson, bassist-Fernando Gumbs and percusslonlstBarnett Williams. Their last expression was thoughfully tltledFrankenstein, "a reminder ofthe
rooster we are in" explained Gail
Peak (Zulu).
The Eric Gravatt Means was,
to say the least, real mean. All
Black/music is Black/magic and
this experience was a 'mean'
example of what it creates. If
you listen, study and .appreciate
the creations of John Coltrane
(Ohndaruti1), Cecil Taylor and
Ornette Coleman there is nothing
to be s::tid. If you do not, then,
you should. Because a higher
principle of life is involved here.
Gravatt defined ft as a Black
life style concerned with revolutionary principles. In Blues Peopel (a . book that provides much

Terrell Ph oto

insight), Leroi Jones said it was
a system of survival that we have
used to resist assimilation by
Euro-America.

• •

Model c1t1es
(Continued

The 'ngolo' (vital force) produced by the 'Means' ensemble
was created by the individual
expressions of Issac Hargrove on
alto and soprano saxes, Vincent
Holmes on· Trombone, Freddie
Williams on bass and Clyde Barret on piano, The mood was set
by drum "Tler/leader Gravatt with
each member contributing his
sense of improvizatlon to produce
cosmic vibrations. FREEDOM!
Their incendiary metamorphosis
never stopped. The increasing
ten1po reached a definite climax
as they transformed the audience
and themselves into free Black
images. Collective. Unfragmented. Experiences like Eric Gravatt !\ll)ans and Zulu Nation should
be possible more often. Unfortunately, this was the last
program of the school year according to Norman Reid, HUS A's
Cultural committee cnairman.
• Speculatively, this see1ns to be
a result of the financial hassles
in student govel\nment
But hassles are not alien to the
life of Jazz m11sicians and the
film 'Mingus' Ls a conspicuous

from Page 8)

4. an extensive participation
of the neighborhood citizens in
identifying their needs,
6. disbursing
supplemental
grants according to a "target
allocation" formula which ls
computed by 1 combining a city's
with three general poverty indexes.
'
Mr. Kaplan did not mention
the fact that Nixon is not sold
on the ideas. According to a
Center for PoUtlcal Research
report Mr. Nixon hates to admJt
that the Democrats had a good
idea even if they didn 't make
!t work very well.
l\-1r. Kaplan replaced Assistant
Secr etary of HUD for f\Iodel Cities Floyd H}'tle as the main
speaker. Mr. Hyt.le was ill. One
more seminar will take place
on March 17.
No guidelines were mentioned
to be used in determining who
the neighborhood citizens are,
and there is no assurance that
the priorities approved by the
city governments and submitted
by them to HU D will be those
of the "neighborhood citizens."

•'
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BY 1vl1LLARD A RNOL D

:ilm o~t

For tl:e very first time in his
p1 J~es~ional c 1ree' \Iuhamnrnd
A listened to the ring nnnount'C •· declare anothPr man
the
""tnner
and still
undefeated
lt,•,1 vyn.veight
champion of the
v. ')J'ld .
Joe F razier, who knowsbutone
w1• to fight, took tlw battle to
!\l from the opening bell M·.>nday
ni ... ht at . Mac.Jison Square Garden
and came away with a 15 round
unanimous decision.
Fr azier saw the fight as a
chance for redemption. A chance
to destroy the myth of Muhammad All. A chance to establish
himself as the new boy on the
block.
But went it was over, ironically 1t was Frazier who had added another luster to the brllllance. of All. In the 11th and
15th rounds, Frazier hit All with

everything but the ring

stool.
The fotmc>r champion buckled
under the attack in lhe 11th,
was left so dazed aft~r the barrage that the ring physician examined him in the corner following
the round. In the 15th Ali was
down, put thero hy a c rushing
roti;'ldhouse left hook.
And yet Ali came back from
both. Critics who hncl claimed
All could not take a punch were
mistaken. The raw <'OUrage Ali
showed was an element no one expected a self-proclaimed pretty
boy to possesses. But All had it,
as do all good champions .
Ali lost the tight. There was
very little question of that. But
it dld not have to be so. When he
wanted to, All hit Frazier at will.
During one exchange in the ninth
round, All pummeled Frazier

with nine straight punches.
But Ali didn't want to very
often. The former champion underestimated the staying power of

\

•

Frazier. For most of the middle
rou11ds. Ali elected to coast,
clO\\ning with the stockier Frazie r.
F razier would c rack Ali with
his potent left hook, (which in the
15th w•.;uld put Ali down) and the
former champion would shake his
head to prove that it didn't hurt.
Ali constantly toyed with Frazier , but he toyed too long.
When Ali tried to take Fr azier
out in the ninth, it just wasn't
there. His clowning and Frazier' s
relentless body and head attacks
had snapped the best of Ali's
strength. Throughoqt most of the
fight, Ali could only show flashes
of the speed, power and timing
that ar e rightfully his.
For the black people that had
pulled for Ali, it was a galling
defeat. Partly because Ali lost,
but_ more, because inadvertently
Fr izler came to represent all
the oppression that brothers and
s isters have felt trying to exist
in America.
Yet they took it as black people have always taken things.
For so long and so often, things
that have been important to black

people have been dest royed one
way or another. Always the collective heads of the people have
come up as if to say: " We'll
be back ...
And so will l'vluhammad Ali
Fr azier fou ght the best fight of
his life 'in the one style he
knowS- to come in smokin'. All
spent most of the fi ght with the
· ring ropes pressed in his back.
Never was he the quick moving,
µntouchable dancer. that he ls .
' In any rematch (and there has
io be one) Frazier can fight but
one way. The same
y4he did
the firs t fight. All al
t destroyed him anyway, leav g his
face such a mass of kn s and
bruises, Frazier would
ow no
pictures of him after the bout.
Ali the stronger, faster and
smarter boxer will need less
than six rounds lo knock out
Frazier. He proved he could take
everything Frazier could throw,
and still finish. Frazier knows
that too.
Ali fought a defensive battle
this time. In a rematch, Frazier
wlll be humilated.

J.
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Howard
ties Hampton for . second
•
•

1n CIAA swi mm in g cha m pionships
By Gary Miller

backstroke with a time of 2:28.4
Gordon set a CIAA record in
the 200 yd. breaststroke trials
(2:34.9). lt also was a Howard
team record. He placed second to
a fine swimmer with a not so
fine sportsman attitude, Wall}
Lansey, who broke Cordons record, in a winning time of 2: .
29. Miller's 4th event, the 100
yd. butterfly yielded to him another gold medal. He was only a
tenth of a second off his own
CIAA record. (Time 57.39).
Special praise should go to
the Howard divers, Viet Nam vet.
Nate Harris and the Miami Kid
Tony March. March received a
bronze medal for third place on
the one rtjeter diving event, the
three meter event found Harris
in second place up until the last
. dive and be was edged out of
second into third, Harris broke
the CIAA record set last year
set by Morgan diver Ron Cloud,
and set a new Howard team record
of 309 points. March placed
fourth.
The 400 freestyle relay was the
last event of the evening. Howard had a team of Abbott, Cochrane, Colquitt and Mlller. Thls

If the Howar d University swim

•

team believed in luck, that mystic element was missing on March
4, the first day of swimming competition. Through a
human error by one of the Howard
swimmers, the 400 yard medley
relay that was won by Howard
with great ease was dis qualified.
The 14 points that accomnanies
first place was lost to Howard
. and the team received nothing.
This was a break that the Morgan
team needed and capitalized on
the situation.
The results for Thursday's
competition was: Steve Gordon
displayed a vaUant effort in the
500 yard freestyle with a fine
time of 6:04.4. Senior Kevin Colquitt and freshman Barry Abbott
placed second and third in the
200 yd. Individual Medley (2:28.l
•
and 2:29). Freshman Nat Doctry
and sophomore Chuck Cochrane
placed 4th and 6th respectively
'in the 50 yd freestyle. (time:
24. 8 and 25,2).
Going into Friday's competition. the Howard swimmers
were determined tom ake up those
lost points. In the 200 yd butterfly Colquitt and Conrad Pullum, who were counted on placing
second and fifth, tasted a sweet
victory of first and second while
team mate Doc Reinhart added
another point by placing 6th.
Following the fly event was the
200 yd. freestyle. This race was
highly talked about because only
i
one second separated captain
Gary Miller (2:04) from Morgan's
captain Phil Hubbard (2:05). By
us ing very good swimming psychology, Mille r destroyed all of
Hubbard's hopes for winning that
race. Miller won it in a 2:04.24
a new Howard team record. Abbott placed second in the 100 yd
backstroke, while Gordon placed
second in the lOOyd breaststroke,
and Doctry placed 6th. Seeing
action for the second time that
night Colquitt and Pullum placed
second and fifth in the 400 yd.,
I.M., while teammate Antony
Rodgers placed 6th. The 800 yd.
fr eestyle Felay team of Gordon
Doctl'y, Rodgers and Colquitt
plact•ct third.
Saturday was the final day of
swim:ning competition. Sophomore Greg " J " J\.losso and
freshman Maurice "l'v1" Wil' iams
competeted in the 1,650 yd. freestyle. l\tosso displayed fine technique and determlnation in this
cruel event. l\11ller and Cochrane
placed first and third respectively in the 100 yd, freestyle in
54.24 and 57 .3. Abbott won his
fir~t ~old med-il In the 200 yJ.

•
team won with a time of 3:42.2.
Abbott and Miller had outstanding
times of 54.0 and 53.0 respectively.
The award for Most Outstanding swimmer was awarded to
Captain Gary Miller, who earned
four gold medals in the three
day outing. Senior Kevin Colquitt, who received honorable
mention for this award, ended
his swimming. career wlth two
gold, two silver, and one bronze.
For the last .three years, Colquitt
has been the man behind the scene,
but this year he proved to the
swimming world· that he was a
rough competitor.
Howard received the Visitation
award for having a winning season in the CIAA conference. Howard and Ha.mpton tied for second, because there was only one
trophy available Howard felt it
should be awarded to the Hampton
team. In those three days, the
two became close friends something that has never happen before.
The final score was Morgan
State 150, Howard 131, Hampton
131, J.C. Smith, 28, and North
Carolina Central 46.
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MUHAMMAD Ali, shown here with his wife Belinda , remains the
champion of Black people despite his I S round lo~ to Joe Frazier
•

Monday night.

Students express remorse
•
over Frazier ~s vi ctory
•

By Len a Wi ll iams

•

•

Bis o n' s sp r ing practi c e opens
By Johnnie Fairfax

~

.·

For many people at. Howard
who are athletically inclined,
March 8 marked a big step forward in the University's history.
lt was that day Howard's football team held its first formal day of spring practice,
something no Howard team has
ever done before. The spring
session is expected to end on or
around Aprll 8.
Many of the players are reporting, trying to get ready for
their final season of play simply
because they have professional
intentions in mind.
Among those are such standouts as Larry "Deacon" Jones,
Charles Millhouse and Richard
Motley, who have , all received
guestionnaires from the Dallas
Cowboys.
The new era of athletics at
Howard is providing first rate
pro prospects and the three mentioned ar e just a few.
Expected to go upon graduation are All-American Ron l'v1abr a, Festus Cameron and Bobby
Kin& "Kong' ', just to mention a
~ew 1'1g names in the Bison attack.
Sin'"' Howard is entering the

Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference
in July, pre- season practice is
a must. It ls commonly known
that coach Tillman Sease has
been fighting for this since first
coming to Howard. He has finally gotten his wish.
As Sease once said, spring
practice 11 ls a tlme to get all
fUndamentals and basics down
pat and to concentrate on conditioning and running of plays. "
It will also be a time of trYfrig
players in new positions and this
gives the coaches a chance to put
together a new "Fleasome Foursome," due to the graduation of
captain James " J unior" Walker.
•
For others on the team it is the
beginning of something big and
that is the possibility of a procontract .
The 1971 Bison team is one that
will tz11Ply be exciting and most
of all a .winner. All-American
Ron 1'.labra summed things up
best when he said. "Howar d's
supply of good ballplayers is incr easing while some of the better known black schools are not
getting the supply of players.they
once got."

"Frazier might be the Champ,
but he still ain't shit," That
attitude expressed by Barbara
Williams, an LA senior could
almost be used to sum up the attitudes of students on campus in
r egard to the outcome of the AliFr azier bout. Others expressed
their feelings as follows:
" It was a victory for the white
hope when Frazier won," Donald
Bradley, LA senior.
"I was sad because I liked
All - his beliefs and his greatness shaped my opinions," Emanuel MJganda, LA junior.
Frankie Terry, sophomore in
LA - " I symphatize with Clay,
. not that he was a better man,
but he fought for a cause."
"I was glad to see Clay get
knocdcd down," Carl Jackson,
LA senior..
" Gr eat, outstanding fight-best
man won," Eddie King, LA junior.
"Great remorse - Frazier has
no political direction and was unable to see the white man's
trickery, " Norm a Threadgill LA
senior.
"Emotional loss, instead of a
physical loss, " Vincent Coleman LA sophomore.
Leo, student of knowledge, said
"the white man won again."
Char)ie Dog, LA student felt,

"Frazier is a cotton picker' who
works in the ring; cause he works
directly !or the man."
" Muhammad All ls still the
Champ.
Hets a bad nigger,"
said Sharon Barrows junior in
LA.
" It's not who wins or loses
but how you play the game,''
felt F'aye Bowen. LA junior.
Rosemary
Florence almost
followed the footsteps of Ali in
that she said, " I predicted the
outcome, I dreamed that no one
would win, but a decision would
be made."
Brenda Savage LA freshman
" Just didn't think Frazier would
win."
In taking the survey and observing overall r eactions to the
fight, most students saw unforeseen repercussions produced as
a r esult of the fight.
It ls my opinion that the whites
wanted a safe charnpion a.'ld founct ..
it in Joe Frazier. J ack Johnson
was an unsaie champion and
whitey fin ally conquer ed him.
Well, history has a way of repeating itself as seen through
Monday night's bout. They wanted
to take away All's title, strip
him of his pride, and wipe the
grin off his blg, black face.
(Familiar????). ·
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Bison second
in ECJA

Thinclads complete successful indoor season
'

•

BY P. Philippe Anglade

advice of coach WllllamJohnson.
The season started on Jan. 8th
with the CYO meet at the University of Maryland Cole Field
House. The freshman mile relay team placed second with
Stone, Johnson, Lytell, and Gibson running Larry Cheatham
ran a 7.1 in the 60 yd. high hurdle behind Willie Davenport and
Gibson.
The team than went off to the
city of 11 Brotherly Love'' on the
23rd for the Philadelphia track
classic. It was anything but lovely
there. The mile relay finished 4th

In the midst of all the vic-

tories and glorUytng moments
.... brough aboUt by the football, soccer, basketball, swimming and
wrestling teams, track h:as been
treated as an unwanted child by
•· the Hilltop sport pages. Not being
a spectator sport and considering
the fact that Howard does not
' have an indoor track, a facility
which ls available to m<!lst of the
District's public high schools,
the Thlnclads made 1t through
the season only by boosting each
other and with the help and good

after been disquall!ied for having
their baton knocked out of the
anchor man's hand as he crossed
the finish line. The freshman
team suffered it's toll when one
of the runners fell. Steve Hamllton <had two false starts causing
him to scratched out of the 60
yd. high hurdle. Gibson ran a
6.5 in the 60 yd. dash while Sonday
and ~ Herb Thompson ran both
the 60 and 100 but did not place.
David Cannady participated in the
2 mile run. Mike Nixon ran a
1:15.6 in the 600 yd. run to
win his section which might be

Ashe's former. tennis coach
now directs.,LlJ..i.~.on for tunes

::.

Johnson commented. Coach Johnson, as I witnessed at one practice session, is genuinely dedicated to perfecting good tennis
·form, tor produce skllltull players, and a strong team.
The team for this season is
not yet entirely formt1d, The
.coach naturally hopes that the
team will somehow surpass the
strides mnde by last year's team,
who went to the CIAA championship toumamenh;. Howard
University finished fourth at the
competition, Our most valuable
player, Michael Okala, was the
runnuer-up in the singles ' division of the CIAA tennis matchijs.
"No one else advanced so admirably as he did in the singles,''
.Coach Johnson admitted. He does
expect some old personnel to

Winter is nearing its end. So is
a triumphant basketball season,
and hopefully ·a more triumphant
tennis season ls just ahead,
Pounce,
Pounce, Pounce,
pounce. "Keep down on the ball.
Stay ready!" Pounce pounce.
11 Ah, too late," regreatted coach
Robert J o!Ulson as he assisted
one· teMls team trainee in perfecting a stroke.• •
; Mi~. Robert !ohnson :has been
with our tennis tealI!...~•~ce Septeirlber. He ·teaches ~~cKinley
High School, her~ lIJ ttle district
and in addition l1,.t~oaches our
tennis team, He taught worldfamous tennis star, Arthur Ashe,
from age nine to fifteen. 11 Arthur
Ashe showed great enthusiasm
while I taught
him," Coach

•

'

March 26, 1971
March 27, 1971
March 31, 1971
April 1, 1971
April 3, 1971
April 19, 1971
April 20, 1971
April 22, 1971
April 24, 1971
April 27, 1971
April 29, 1971
-April 30, 1971

•
•

,

return; Michael Okala, certainly,
Tom Freeman, Hillary Cardoza,
and Gidd1an Clement - all good
players. The coach added that a
freshmart newcomer, Isaac Hamilton, from Washington, D.C.,
"looks promising."
The schedule for this · season
mostly involves CIAA teaf(ls. All
teams, at this point, present considerable J::ompetition because
players aren't showing consistently at regulation practices.
Coach Johnson finally stated
that "U they can get up enough
enthuaasm and energy to~ard
practice, we will have success
this season." Regular practice
is much more emphasized by the
coach, and according to h1m tenniss-wlse, "practice makesperfect."

'

Away
Away
Home
Home
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
Home
Away
Away

American University
Catholic University
Morgan State College
Virginia Union
North Carolina Central
Morgan State College
Virginia State College
North Carolina Central
Hampton lmtitute
Hampton Institute
Virginia State
Virginia Union

considered the only accomplishment of the night.
Next came the Mlllrose game
on the 29th in New York city.
Lytell entered in the triple jump,
Mayo and Stevens In the Hurdle
and Gibson in the 70 yd. dash.
On the 5th of February, the
mile relay .team was back in
New York for the Knight of Columbus meet and took 4th place
with an handicap out of 8 teams
ruMing, The next night the team
traveled to Baltimore, Md. To
win their heat in the mile relay.
In the meantime the rest of the
team was out in Lexington, Va.
for the Virginia Military Institute relays. Blll Bell1ns got
2nd place for a jump of 49. 7
3/ 4 tt, 1n the triple jump and
placed for the Nationals. The 880
yd, relay won their section and
Cannady participated in the 2
mile run.
The u.s. Olympic invltatl<?nal
at Mlldlson Square Garden on the
19th was the site of a 3rd place
performance by the mile relay.
At the A. A. U., Bellins placed
4th. wlth a Jump of 47;3. NiXon
ran a 1:13.8 in the 600 yd.
against some class runners. The
mile relay took 4th place also
ruMing out of class against such
clubs as the Philadelphia Pioneers and Pacific coast track club,
The NCAA Championship which
will be held on the 12-13 of this
month in Detroit, Mich. By qualification, Howard will have Belllns in the triple jump; Nixon
in the 600 yd, run; Arnold Bain
in the long jump; and maybe
the mile relay as expressed by
the coach. Departure time is
l4'riday 7:00 a,m.

By Gary P . Lindsay

Howard University, the J971
Eastern College Judo Asso::iatlon
showed Utile hospitality as the
Bison judokas threw their way
through 32 schools for a second
place victory at the Mun's Gymnasium last weekend.
.
Even more so than previous
years the competition was
extremely rugged. This was because the majorlty of colleges or
universities fielded experienced
black belts. Howard however,
fouJl1t wlth a five man brown
squad, · Theri were 179 participants.
Saturday during the 12-6 p.m.
eliminations the Bison Judokas
placed Richard Pusey, Clarence
Thompson, Lewis Cutty, and
Wayne Johnson, into the finals
the following aftemoo~-i.
Sunday March 7, between 10-4
p.m. Howard's team finished
second with 10 points. Overall,
Florida State won with 24.
Clarence
Thompson,
203
pounds took second, while
Richard Pusey also placed for
Howard with a third place victory, "Pusey was the surprlse
judoka on the Bison squad, co:nmented Dong Ja Yang, tournament director.
This was the most successfUl
and smoothest run tournament
ever, commented ,ui otticial.
Yang credit this with the newly
introduced 'Round Robin' system
·whereby a single loss didn't
eliminate a contestant,
Off their performances,
Clarence Thompson and Lewta
Cutty were promoted to the coveted Black Belt rank by ott1clala
of the United StatesJudoFederatio:i who witnessed their matches,

•

You 've reached the point of decision and
maybe things look a little confusing. Ha~e
you ever stopped to consider a career in
government?

j

A.

c.

8.

W e build Federal buildings .maintain the
Nation al Arch1ves .. .prov1<Je the Government's
transportati on and communications network
supply its n eeds ... and dispose of wh at it
doesn' t need We are the business arm of the
Federal Government

E.

D.

F.

We're progres$lve ..we·re d1vers1f1ed .. and we
care we·re doing our part to combat air
pollution ..to help minority businessmen to
rebuild c1t1es

L--------------1---------------t---~---------,
.
,

We 're on the move '
Stop the confusion and go talk to the GSA
recruiter Ask about the opportun1t1es at the
General Services Admin1strat1on

----·--·----~:l ·---'~-· ~_______·___
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Do you consider Howard a llack University?

By Brad Brittain

.•

j

I
"•

•

Samuel Wallace, LA senior
" Howard is the microcosm of
the Black struggle in thi::
, c ountry --a t pre se nt
non-existent ."

Jackie Henry, LA junior
"No. The structure isn' t based
on Blackness. It's based on the
systen1 from the white point of
-Rew."

•

..

\

.

.

..

•

,.

Sheryl Booker, LA , soph.
"No. As far as goals-yes-but it
hasn't achieved them."
I

,

'

'

A-------------

Charles ~1y ers, Dent.
"There is pote1.t ial to develop a
Black University , but most of
this potential e11ergy is directed
toward s· dru gs an d other
frivolous activities which are not
productive."

Charles Sanders, Dent.
" Under Cheek we are moving
tow<1rcl a Black Univ. but before
it can become one it must solve
its problems i.e .....drugs, etc."

·------------~

Roger Burke , student activities
counseror
" f'hysically----yes. Mentally, I'm
beginning to have doubts."

"8"'

•
•

...r

•
•

•

Dr . Richa:d McLaugh lin. alumni
"There are not set standards in
ascertaining what Blackness
means. With no exeptions, Black
institutions only. prepare Black
students to meet the 'set
standards,' which are white."

,

Jeff Fearing, FA senior
" It's as Black as you want to
make it Black. You get out only
as 1nuch as you put into it .~

Larry Holland , f A soph.
"No! It has potential but hasn' t
as of yet taken the proper steps
to become a Black University ."

